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ABSTRACT
Brem, Forrest Michael Robert. Ph.D. The University of Memphis. December
2012. Factors affecting infectivity and pathogenicity of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis
in amphibians. Major Professor: Dr. Matthew J. Parris.
Wildlife diseases are a current threat to biodiversity, and amphibians have
suffered the greatest disease-induced declines and extinctions in history.
Chytridiomycosis, caused by the fungal pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd),
has contributed to recent pandemic population declines and extinctions of amphibians.
My dissertation focused on factors that affect infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd in
amphibian hosts. I demonstrated variation in critical aspects of Bd biology between two
Bd isolates from different climates, Panama and the USA. Panamanian Bd had larger
thalli, higher overall zoospore production, and longer duration of zoospore production
than Bd from the USA. I also demonstrated time-dependent rates of zoospore production
between the isolates. Thus, there are differences among Bd isolates and these differences
help explain patterns of Bd occurrence in nature. I examined how the same two Bd
isolates affected host susceptibility to exposure and virulence of resultant infections. I
found that Panamanian Bd was more infectious but not more virulent and that USA
amphibians were not susceptible to infection by either isolate. Thus, hosts respond
differently to different Bd isolates. I examined how epidermal trauma affected the
infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd in Anaxyrus fowleri. Surprisingly, I found that
epidermal trauma made Bd less infective and pathogenic to this species. Thus, epidermal
trauma, a common condition of wild amphibians, could actually reduce the impacts of Bd
in individual amphibians. Finally, I examined how artificial selection imposed by culture
conditions affected the infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd. I observed that one of our Bd
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isolates was showing signs of attenuation (artificially induced morphological and
physiological changes). In a two part design I, 1.) reisolated a low pathogenicity Bd
isolate from a moribund host, then 2.) compared the infectivity and pathogenicity of the
parent and daughter isolates. I found that passing an attenuated Bd isolate through an
amphibian host partially restored infectivity but not pathogenicity. Through my
dissertation research, I have shown that there are specific host-pathogen lineage
interactions and that researchers should carefully design experiments so that results of
controlled host-pathogen exposure studies more accurately reflect natural Bd-amphibian
interactions.
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PREFACE
Before I was admitted to The University of Memphis doctoral program in The
Department of Biological Sciences I conducted my master’s research in Panama through
Southern Illinois University Carbondale under the guidance of Dr. Karen R. Lips. In
Panama I examined how environmental conditions, habitat characteristics, time since
pathogen invasion, and different amphibian species affected the prevalence of
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) in nature. I found that Bd was more prevalent at
higher elevations, in species with a high association with water, in aquatic habitats, and at
a shorter time since invasion. After graduation with my M.S., I wanted to take my work
from uncovering patterns in the field to discovering mechanisms resulting in differential
infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd among amphibians in the laboratory. While at the
University of Memphis, I used an interdisciplinary approach to study the interactions
among different amphibian species and Bd isolates, how culture conditions affect
pathogenicity of Bd, and factors governing the susceptibility of amphibians to this deadly
pathogen. I have detailed the results of these experiments in this dissertation using a brief
introduction to the study system, four chapters describing the research (written as
separate manuscripts that have either been submitted or are still in preparation for
submission), and a chapter of concluding remarks. I am the primary author on all four
research chapters, however, I could not have completed this research without cooperation
from my collaborators. These collaborations are reflected by co-authorship on the
submitted manuscripts.
Chapter 1 is an introduction to my research chapters and details how they
contribute to the growing body of research into the amphibian-Bd host pathogen system.
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This chapter is not intended for submission to a peer-reviewed journal. Rather, it has been
formatted according to the guidelines for dissertations detailed by the Graduate School at
The University of Memphis. Chapter 2, entitled “Phenotypic variation between two
isolates of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis.” was submitted to Disease of Aquatic
Organisms in the Fall of 2011 and is currently undergoing revisions before resubmission.
Chapter 3, entitled “Central American Anurans were More Susceptible to a Regional
Isolate of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, North American Anurans were Not” was
written in manuscript form and has recently been submitted to Open Access Ecology.
Chapter 4, entitled “Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis is more successful as a primary
pathogen of amphibians” was written in manuscript form and has recently been accepted
by Open Access Zoology. Chapter 5. Entitled “Reisolating Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis from an amphibian host increases infectivity but not pathogenicity in a
subsequent exposure” was written in manuscript form and is currently in revisions with
PLoS ONE. Finally, Chapter 6 was written to connect the concepts of the research
chapters and explain how they have contributed to our understanding of the study system.
Chapter 6 is not intended for publication. Rather, it has been formatted according to the
guidelines for dissertations detailed by the Graduate School at The University of
Memphis.
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Chapter 1: Introduction to the Amphibian-Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis hostpathogen system.
Reducing the causes of diminishing global biodiversity and the understanding the
ecology and evolution of host-pathogen systems are two of the grand challenges in the
environmental sciences (Committee on Grand Challenges in Environmental Sciences
2001). Emerging infectious diseases have presented many problems and challenges to the
conservation of global biodiversity. For centuries, plants and animals have been
anthropogenically transported around the globe and t heir pathogens have been
inadvertently transferred along with them. Such movements have unleashed exotic
pathogens on populations of naïve hosts, often with grave results (Gratwicke et al. 2009;
Marano, Arguin and Pappaioanou 2007). In order to reduce the negative impacts of
emerging infectious diseases on global biodiversity of wild populations of plants and
animals, disease ecologists have focused on understanding the interactions among hosts,
pathogens and their shared environment and mechanisms that influence pathogenicity of
etiological agents of disease.
Amphibians as a group have been disproportionately affected by disease and it
has been suggested they are currently undergoing a sixth mass extinction event (Wake
and Vrendenberg 2008). In the last three decades alone, over 32% of amphibians have
been declared threatened, over 43% are in decline, 34 are extinct, and, since 1980,
another 122 are presumed to have gone extinct making amphibians the most threatened
class of vertebrates on the planet (Stuart et al. 2004). Emerging infectious diseases are a
major contributor to the current amphibian biodiversity crisis (Daszak et al 2008) and
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis is the foremost parasite threatening amphibians today.
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My dissertation research was focused on determinants of Bd pathogenicity and
infectivity in post-metamorphic amphibians. Unlike Bd in tadpoles, where only the
mouthparts are susceptible to infection and infection is sub-lethal (), Bd in postmetamorphic amphibian infects the epidermis and is lethal to many species (). Most
amphibians are susceptible to infection, however, pathogenicity of Bd varies among
taxonomic levels, from individuals to species. General mechanisms that result in
variation in pathogenicity of Bd infections are few and include environmental conditions
(Forrest and Schlaepfer, 2011; Hossack et al., 2010), phylogeny of hosts (Hoverman,
Grey, Haislip and Miller, 2011) and pathogens (Velo-Anton et al., 2011), and genetics of
hosts (Savage and Zamudio, 2011) and pathogens (Fisher et al., 2009). My dissertation
focused on filling the following gaps in knowledge of the Bd-amphibian system:
physiological variation among Bd isolates, difference in pathogenicity of those Bd
isolates, susceptibility to and virulence of infection in different amphibian hosts, and how
extrinsic factors such as trauma and pathogen culture conditions influence the outcomes
of host infection. Furthermore, it was my goal to integrate my results to into the bigger
picture of host-pathogen biology.
Early studies suggested that Bd was a recently emerged global pathogen with little
genetic differentiation among Bd isolates (Morehouse et al. 2004). However, evidence is
accumulating that there a distinct genetic differences among isolates (Velo-Anton et al.
2011; Farrer et al 2011) and I hypothesized that these differences could result in different
outcomes of infection in amphibian hosts. In Chapter 2, I examined the physiological
differences between two Bd isolates in culture. These Bd isolates were from two distinct
climates (JEL284 from the USA and JEL423 from Panama) that also had different
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patterns of occurrence. The Panamanian Bd was isolated from an epizootic in Panama
during a mass die-off (Lips et al. 2006) whereas the Bd I examined from the USA was
isolated from an area where Bd was enzootic and amphibian populations were stable.
Thus, I was interested in what made these two isolates so different in their interactions
with amphibian hosts. Specifically I tested for differences in thalli size and shape and
temperature- and time-dependent rates of zoospore production. I predicted that the
Panamanian isolate would show characteristics lending to its high pathogenicity such as
rapid growth at warm temperatures and higher overall zoospore production that Bd from
the USA.
In Chapter 3, I extended the scope of my research by determining how the effects
I found in the Chapter 2 culture experiment would impact amphibian hosts. Using a
controlled laboratory experiment, I exposed five amphibian species, two from Panama
and three from the USA, to Panamanian (JEL423) and USA (JEL284) Bd isolates. I
predicted that Panamanian hosts would be more susceptible to infection because they
have a shorter evolutionary history with Bd than USA amphibians. I also predicted that
the Panamanian Bd isolate would be more pathogenic because it was isolated during an
epizootic where it caused mass-mortality in numerous species.
In Chapters 4 and 5 I examined how extrinsic factors could impact the outcome of
Bd exposure. In Chapter 4, I tested the hypothesis that mild epidermal trauma, which is
commonplace for wild amphibians, would increase susceptibility to infection and
virulence of resultant infections. I predicted that, following epidermal trauma, Bd would
be more infectious and pathogenic to amphibians.
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In Chapter 5 I tested the hypothesis that artificial cultural conditions would alter
the infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd. I predicted that artificial selection for growth on
media in refrigerated conditions, common in vitro cultural conditions, would reduce
infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd.
Literature Cited
Committee on Grand Challenges in Environmental Sciences (2001) National Research
Council Report: Grand Challenges in Environmental Sciences. National
Academy Press, Washington DC.
Daszak P, Berger L, Cunningham AA, Hyatt AD, Green DE and Speare R (1999)
Emerging infectious diseases and amphibian population declines. Emerging
Infectious Diseases 5: 735–748.
Gratwicke B, Evans MJ, Jenkins PT, Kusrini MD, Moore RD, Sevin J, and Wildt DE
(2009) Is the international frog legs trade a potential vector for deadly amphibian
pathogens. Frontiers in Ecology and the Environment 8: 438–442.
Marano N, Arguin PM, and Pappaioanou M (2007) Impact of globalization and animal
trade on infectious disease ecology. Emerging Infectious Diseases 13: 1807-1809
doi: 10.3201/eid1312.071276
Wake DB, Vredenberg VT. Are we in the midst of the sixth mass extinction? A view
from the world of amphibians. Proceeding of the National Academy of Science
USA 2008; 105: 11466–11473.
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Chapter 2: Phenotypic variation between cultured and wild-type isolates of
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis.
INTRODUCTION
Amphibians have experienced significant population declines in the last three
decades, with approximately 42.5% of the 6,260 species currently in decline (IUCN
2008). Although numerous factors contribute to amphibian declines (Stuart et al 2004),
the emergence of the fungal pathogen Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd), which
causes the amphibian disease chytridiomycosis, has been implicated in the most severe
amphibian declines (Lips et al. 2006, Daszak et al. 2003, Berger et al. 1998). Bd is
transmitted by free-swimming zoospores that infect keratinized tissues, or tissues fated to
keratinize (Longcore et al. 1999, Pessier et al. 1999). In adult anurans, severe Bd
infections can disrupt electrolyte transport across amphibian skin and cause mortality
from cardiac arrest (Voyles et al. 2009). In tadpoles, Bd infections are restricted to, or
around, the keratinized labial teeth and jaw sheaths and infections do not generally cause
mortality (but see Blaustein et al. 2005); rather, infected larvae often have reduced
growth and developmental rates (Parris & Cornelius 2004, Garner et al. 2009). Bd is now
pandemic and has been linked to amphibian population declines of more than 200 species
across six continents (reviewed in Kilpatrick et al. 2010). Although Bd outbreaks can
drive some amphibian populations into decline, some other species are relatively resistant
to Bd and can persist with low-level Bd infections without appreciable mortality (Briggs
et al. 2005).
Considerable efforts have been placed on understanding regional differences in
host-Bd ecology, which can be driven by a combination of factors, such as host immunity
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(reviewed in Voyles et al. 2011), host behavioral patterns (Richards-Zawacki 2010),
habitat differences (Kriger & Hero 2007), and environmental co-factors (Raffel et al. in
press) such as temperature and moisture. However, variation in Bd phenotypes is an
understudied, yet potentially important, contributor to differences in regional disease
dynamics. Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis from different regions show phylogenetic
structure (James et al. 2009) and there are differences in virulence among Bd isolates
(Fisher et al. 2009, Berger et al. 2005b, Retallick & Miera 2007, Voyles 2011). These
results suggest Bd is adapting to regional amphibian assemblages. Because Bd zoospores
have limited motility (Piotrowski et al. 2004) and a short temporal window during which
they are infectious (Berger et al. 2005a), selection may favor the rapid production of
zoospores to facilitate high rates of transmission if hosts are susceptible to rapid mortality
(Day 2001). High parasite loads result in virulent infections and host mortality if the
infection intensity within a host exceeds the species-specific infection threshold
(Vredenburg et al. 2010). Thus, variation among Bd isolates, specifically traits related to
virulence, are important features that can affect patterns of Bd dynamics through
differences in disease progression and Bd transmission rates.
Zoospore production in culture varies among some isolates (Voyles et al. 2011).
However, the mechanisms influencing differences in zoospore production and whether
variation in zoospore production arose naturally or artificially (i.e., as an artifact of
isolation and artificial maintenance), are yet unclear. We predict that Bd isolates with
shorter generation times, larger thalli, or smaller zoospores should be those capable of
higher than average zoospore production within a host. Variation in phenotypic traits
affecting zoospore production could result in highly virulent Bd isolates if high zoospore
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load is a predictor of virulence, as has been suggested (Vrendenberg et al. 2010).
Zoospore density in culture was not related to thalli maturation time in one study (Voyles
2011), however, other phenotypic traits remain unexplored. Also unexplored is how
common Bd culture conditions can affect phenotypic traits.
Artificial selection for growth in culture can result in attenuation and is a common
problem in experimental investigations of many host-pathogen systems (Butt et al. 2006).
Rearing in artificial culture has been linked to attenuated pathogenicity and
morphological degeneration in some pathogens, yet attenuation of Bd in culture remains
uninvestigated. Exposure studies using artificially cultured Bd rely on the assumption that
culture history has no effect on pathogenicity and infectivity and that cultured and wild
Bd are equivalent. However, if Bd is attenuating, exposure studies using lab-raised
isolates may underestimate natural levels of pathogenicity of those isolates. To test
whether cultured Bd is equivalent to wild Bd we must determine the effects of common
culture conditions on the pathogenicity of Bd used in exposure studies.
We tested for variation in zoospore production and thalli morphology between
two isolates of Bd, one from a lemur leaf frog, Agalychnis lemur, isolated during an
epizootic in Panama (JEL 423; Lips et al. 2006) and the other (JEL284) from a northern
leopard frog, Lithobates pipiens, from an area where Bd is now naturalized in Wisconsin,
USA (James et al 2009). We also compared zoospore production and thalli size of
cultured (at least four years outside primary host) versus cryopreserved counterparts of
the same isolates listed above to test whether artificial selection in media affects zoospore
production and thalli morphology. Wild-type Bd thalli have been described as spherical,
and we assume that a spherical shape is important for maximizing thalli volume and
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resultant zoospore production. Finally, we tested for morphological degeneration by
comparing the sphericity of the cultured versus cryopreserved counterparts of the above
isolates. We predicted that JEL423 should have the highest zoospore production and
thalli size because it was collected from an area of epizootic occurrence, whereas JEL284
was collected from an area of enzootic occurrence. We also predicted that the artificially
maintained Bd isolates would have higher zoospore production, and thalli size in culture
than the revived cryopreserved isolates because cultured isolates should be better adapted
to growing on artificial media outside the primary host.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Cultured Bd isolates.
We received two Bd isolates, JEL284 and 423, from the University of Maine Bd
collection of J. E. Longcore in 2007. We maintained these cultures both on 1% tryptone
1% agar plates and in 1% tryptone broth, with both media containing 400mg/L
streptomycin and 200mg/L penicillin. All cultured Bd was kept at 5°C except on passage
days. On passage days, once per month, we brought 4-6 agar and 4 broth Bd cultures to
room temperature. We then passed the broth cultures to fresh 1% tryptone agar. We also
transferred a 1cm2 piece of agar media with actively growing Bd colonies to fresh 1%
tryptone broth.
Beginning in late 2009, we began to observe progressively higher Bd colony
coverage and suspected faster growth of our cultured isolates in successive passages. We
also observed nonspherical thalli morphology of JEL284 only. These observations were
consistent through March 2010 and we began to suspect that artificial selection may be
acting on our cultured Bd isolates. JEL284 was isolated in 2000 prior to the development
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of a cryopreservation protocol for Bd (Boyle et al. 2003); thus it had been cultured on
artificial media much longer than JEL423 because JEL423 was cryopreserved shortly
after isolation. To test whether these isolates were acclimating to culture conditions, we
first compared zoospore production between JEL284 and JEL423. Finally, to test if
zoospore production rates of these isolates were representative of wild-type rates, we
compared zoospore production rates of the artificially maintained isolates to freshly
revived cryopreserved JEL284 and JEL423.
Cryopreserved Bd isolates.
We received the same two Bd isolates, JEL284 and 423, from the University of
Maine collection of J. E. Longcore that were revived from cryopreservation in April
2012. The cryopreserved versions of the isolates are the closest representatives of their
wild-type states that can be observed in pure culture. We received these isolates on 1%
tryptone 1% agar media and immediately transferred them to 1% tryptone broth before
replating on 1% tryptone 1% agar plates for zoospore production and attenuation tests.
Herein, we use the terms cryopreserved and wild-type synonymously.
Experiment 1: Zoospore production and attenuation test.
Zoospore production of cultured JEL423 and JEL284
In May 2010, we used a 2x2 fully factorial design to test the effects of isolate
(JEL 284 and 423) and time after inoculation (7 and 14 days) on zoospore production.
Before the experiment, we grew all isolates of Bd in tryptone broth at room temperature
for 10 days, at which time the cultures showed dense Bd growth. We then pipetted 10mL
of each inoculate into 50mL of sterile deionized water. We then estimated zoospore
densities using a hemocytometer, and prepared inoculates of both isolates with equal
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densities of zoospores (32,000 zoospores/mL) by diluting with more deionized water.
One mL of each inoculant was added to each of 48 nutrient agar plates, which were
randomly assigned to a treatment group. To obtain zoospore production estimates, we
destructively sampled 8 to 9 plates at 7 and 14 days after inoculation by flooding each
plate with 3mL of aged tap water and counting a subsample of the zoospores that
emerged after 30 minutes on a hemocytometer.
Zoospore production of cryopreserved JEL423 and JEL284 and attenuation test
In May 2012 we repeated the zoospore production experiment described above
using cryopreserved JEL423 and JEL284 to determine if zoospore production of their
cultured counterparts were similar to their wild-type production rates. Although we tested
for differences in zoospore production of cultured isolates in 2010, and cryopreserved
isolates in 2012, conditions of the experiment were identical. Thus, zoospore production
rates of the cryopreserved isolates should be the same in 2012 as they would have been in
2010. We ensured that experimental conditions (tryptone concentration, zoospore density
of inoculants, and temperatures) for both tests were identical so that results would be
comparable. When we estimated zero zoospore production on a Bd plate after previous
active growth, we considered the populations on that plate to have senesced due to
depletion of the nutrient source.
Statistics
We used multi-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) to test the overall effects of
isolate (JEL423 and JEL284), the condition of the isolates (cultured or cryopreserved),
time (7 and 14 days post-inoculation), and their interactions on zoospore production (logtransformed).
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Experiment 2: Thalli Shape and Area
To test for shape and area differences between Bd isolates, we inoculated 10
plates with each Bd isolate, adding equal densities zoospores. We incubated plates at 18C
for 7 days. We then overlaid a 0.5 cm2 grid on the underside of the Petri dish and
randomly selected 5 squares within the grid per Petri dish to photomicrograph. We
scanned within the selected area on the Petri dish and took photomicrographs of 20 Bd
thalli per square with a Jenoptik ProgRes C3 digital camera (Jenoptik AG, Germany)
fitted on a Meiji Techno MX5300L (Meiji Techno Co., Ltd., Japan) microscope at 100x.
All images were taken after 7-10 days of growth. The plates were wet enough for
zoospores to spread and we only photographed mature thalli (those with cleaved
zoospores present) that were isolated from neighboring thalli and completely visible. We
used Jenoptiks ProgRes CapturePro software (version 2.5) to analyze the digital images.
For each Bd thallus completely visible, we measured the length (in µm) of the
longest axis and then the axis perpendicular to the first measurement. We considered the
ratio between the two axes (longest:perpendicular) a measure of the shape of the thallus.
Deviations from 1.0 indicated non-spherical thalli. In addition, we calculated the area of
each thallus according to:
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where A = the area of an ellipse, a = one half of the ellipse’s longest axis and b = one half
of the ellipse’s perpendicular axis. We used ANOVA to test for differences in thalli shape
and area between isolates and conditions. We considered each Petri dish as the unit of
replication in our analysis.
RESULTS
Experiment 1: Zoospore production and attenuation test.
Senescence of zoospore production – At day 14, we observed senescence of
zoospore production in 3 of 8 plates of cryopreserved JEL284 and 1 of 8 plates of
cryopreserved JEL423. We did not observe senescence of zoospore production in either
cultured isolate.
Zoospore production – Zoospore production differed between isolates and time
where zoospore production was highest in JEL423 and at day 7. We did not find a
difference in zoospore production between cultured and cryopreserved Bd isolates.
Interestingly, we found a significant interaction between week and isolate, where
zoospore production of JEL423 increased between days 7 and 14 but decreased in
JEL284 during the same period (Figure 1). We also found an interaction between week
and condition where zoospore production of cultured isolates increased between days 7
and 14 but their cryopreserved counterparts decreased in the same period (Figure 2).
Finally, there was a nearly significant two-way interaction of condition and isolate, and a
nearly significant three-way interaction of time, isolate and condition (Table 1).
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Table 1: Zoospore density after each experimental period varied significantly by isolate
and week but not condition. Significant isolate x week and condition x week interactions
show variation in growth trajectories are dependent on both the isolate and whether the
isolate was cultured or cryopreserved.
d.f.

MS

F

p

Isolate

1

2.4501

12.3016

0.0009

Condition

1

0.53

2.6613

0.10843

Week

1

0.9703

4.8719

0.031413

Isolate*Condition

1

0.7375

3.703

0.059403

Isolate*Week

1

1.8507

9.2923

0.003509

Condition*Week

1

10.0512

50.4664

<0.0001

Isolate*Condition*Week

1

0.5743

2.8837

0.095032

Error

56

0.1992
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Figure 1: Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolate JEL423, collected from a Panamanian
epizootic, produced more zoospores over 14 days than JEL284, an isolate collected from
an area of enzootic occurrence. In addition, populations of JEL423 were still increasing at
day 14 wheras those of JEL284 were in decline despite growing on the same media.
These results suggest Bd isolates have time-dependent zoospore production rates.
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Figure 2: Cryopreserved Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolates produced more
zoospores over 14 days than cultured Bd isolates. However, populations of cultured Bd
were still increasing at day 14 wheras those of cryopreserved isolates were in decline
despite growing on the same media. These results suggest, independent of isolate, culture
conditions can affect zoospore production rates.

Experiment 2: Thalli Shape and Area
Thalli shape – Independent of condition, thalli of JEL423 were more spherical
than those of JEL284 (Table 2). The ratio of the longest axis and the axis perpendicular
did not differ between conditions (cultured versus cryopreserved). However, there was a
significant interaction between isolate and condition where the ratio of cryopreserved
isolates were nearly identical (Figure 3). However, when cultured, the axis ratio of
JEL423 was closer to one than its cryopreserved counterpart, whereas the axis ratio
JEL284 was further from one than its cryopreserved counterpart (Figure 3).
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Table 2. Shape of mature thalli varied significantly from sphericity between
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolates JEL284 and JEL423 and there was a significant
interaction between isolate and condition. Both cryopreserved isolates were initially
nearly spherical. Over time in artificial culture, the shape of these two isolates diverged
and JEL 284 became less spherical and JEL423 became more spherical (Figure 3).
d.f.

MS

F

p

Isolate

1

0.02293

15.03

0.000431

Condition

1

0.00048

0.32

0.577937

Isolate*Condition

1

0.02282

14.96

0.000442

Error

36

0.00153

Figure 3: Cryopreserved Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolates JEL423 and JEL284
were nearly identical in shape, both were nearly spherical. However, the shape of
cultured isolates differed from their cryopreserved counterparts where JEL423 became
more spherical and JEL284 became more irregularly shaped.
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Thalli area – Independent of isolate, thalli that were cultured were >400µm2
larger than those of cryopreserved isolates (Table 3, Figure 4). Independent of condition,
thalli of JEL423 were >400µm2 larger than those of JEL284 (Table 3, Figure 5).

Table 3. Area of thalli differed between both isolate and condition where JEL 423 and
cultured isolates were larger than JEL 284 and cryopreserved isolates,
respectively (Figures 4 and 5).
d.f.

MS

F

p

Isolate

1

1928462

71.908

<0.0001

Condition

1

2063713

76.951

<0.0001

Isolate*Condition

1

78087

2.912

0.096554

Error

36

26818
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Figure 4: Cryopreserved Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolates JEL423 and JEL284
were smaller than their cultured counterparts suggesting thalli of Bd isolates can become
larger in culture.
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Figure 5: Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolate JEL423, collected from a Panamanian
epizootic, produced larger thalli than JEL284, an isolate collected from an area of
enzootic occurrence.

DISCUSSION
Variation between cryopreserved (wild-type) isolates
Host-pathogen systems are mediated by complex interactions among pathogens,
their hosts, and shared environmental factors (Daszak et al., 2000). Numerous studies
have examined how variation in host responses to Bd exposure can shape amphibian-Bd
interactions (Parris & Cornelius 2004, Blaustein et al. 2005, Garcia et al. 2006,
Woodhams et al. 2007, Brem & Lips 2008, Venesky et al. 2009). Fewer studies have
examined if Bd isolates differ from one another in pathogenicity or life history
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characteristics (Piotrowski et al. 2004, Berger et al. 2005b, Retallick & Miera 2007,
Fisher et al. 2009, Voyles 2011). Variation in pathogenicity among Bd isolates can affect
the outcome of host-pathogen interactions (Berger et al. 2005b, Retallick & Miera 2007).
However, the specific ways in which Bd isolates differ remains unclear but variable rates
of zoospore production are one clear way to affect Bd transmission and virulence.
Increased fecundity (i.e., zoospore production) should be under strong selection
pressure because faster zoospore output increases Bd pathogenicity and the chances of
transmission to another susceptible host. In culture, increase fecundity is expected due to
the “lottery effect” where those thalli that produce the most zoospores are most likely to
be transferred over in the next passage. In nature, however, selection for zoospore
production is much more complex and counter selection can occur if high pathogen
fecundity accelerates host death to a point where overall transmission is reduced (Day
2001). We have shown that JEL423, isolated from a Panamanian epizootic, produced
significantly more zoospores at both 7 and 14 days post inoculation than JEL284,
collected from a region of Bd naturalization (Figure 1). In addition, JEL423 produced
more zoospores at day 14 than at day 7, whereas JEL284 produced less at day 14 than
day 7 and was, therefore, in decline on most plates we observed. These results suggest
that, despite the same nutrient source, populations of JEL284 on petri dishes peak faster
and at lower zoospore densities than JEL423. Thus JEL423, produced more zoospores
over a longer period of time, which could be expected of an epizootically occurring Bd
isolate (Bull 1994). Furthermore, JEL423 had larger (Figure 5) and more spherical
(Figure 3) thalli. We suggest phenotypic traits that increase zoospore production, like size
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and shape that we have shown, may be predictive of high pathogenicity because they
increase the volume of the thalli which should increase the total zoospore capacity.
Variation between cultured and cryopreserved isolates
We observed that our cultured isolates were becoming both less infectious and
pathogenic in in vivo exposure experiments (F. Brem unpublished data). We have shown
that cultured Bd isolates had lower overall zoospore production than cryopreserved ones
(Figure 2). These findings suggest that Bd attenuates in artificial culture, and we
speculate that lower zoospore production could explain the low observed transmissibility
and virulence of cultured Bd isolates. Cultured Bd also had different time-dependent
zoospore production rates compared to cryopreserved counterparts of the same isolates.
Independent of isolate, cryopreserved Bd isolates were declining, and populations on
some plates had senesced, by day 14. Conversely, zoospore production of cultured
isolates was higher on day 14 than on day 7, and no population on any plate had senesced
by day 14. Cultured Bd is generally stored at low temperatures (~5°C) to slow growth
between uses. Many enzymes are temperature specific, and microbial adaptation to colder
temperatures often involves changes in the enzymes used to catabolize nutrient sources
(Feller and Gerday 2003). Thus, slower growth at room temperature of cultured Bd could
be a result of adaptation to growth at lower temperatures in culture. We also examined
zoospore production the same isolates grown at 5°C (F Brem, unpublished data). When
grown at 5°C, cultured isolates exhibited higher zoospore production than cryopreserved
isolates. Thus, we suggest that changes in the proteases used by Bd to catabolize tryptone
is a potential mechanism causing our cultured Bd to grow faster at 5°C than
cryopreserved counterparts.
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In addition to differences in zoospore production, cultured isolates also differed in
thalli shape and size. Independent of isolate and despite having lower overall zoospore
production, cultured Bd had larger thalli than their cryopreserved counterparts (Figure 4).
Wild-type isolates of Bd have only been described as spherical and if deviation from
sphericity only occurs in the cultured and not cryopreserved state we suggest
morphological degeneration has occurred. We have shown that JEL284 has become less
spherical over time in culture compared to cryopreserved JEL284. However, only
JEL284 exhibited morphological degeneration in culture suggesting that artificial
selection for thalli shape in culture may not be simply directional. We suspect that our
cultured JEL284, but not JEL423, acquired a mutation in culture that affected thalli
shape, which is plausible because point mutations are random and would not be expected
to occur in every cultured Bd isolate. Given the above differences between cultured and
cryopreserved Bd, we suggest that cultured Bd may not be equivalent to wild Bd and that
freshly isolated or cryopreserved Bd be used for all controlled exposure studies when
possible.
An alternative explanation to adaptation to growth on media is the use of
antibiotics in our media for cultured isolates of JEL284 and JEL423 between 2007 and
2009. The use of antibiotics is common in Bd research (i.e. Bishop et al. 2009; Ramsey et
al 2010; Piotrowski et al 2004; Longcore et al 1999). A However, no studies have been
done to evaluate the effects of antibiotics on Bd growth and development. Antibiotics
have been shown to reduce or inhibit fungal growth and development of Blastomyces
dermatitidis (McDonough et al. 1960) and negatively affect the development of the
fungal cell wall of yeasts and Pneomocystis carinii (Debono and Gordee 1994;). It is
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possible that the use of antibiotics could have a similar effect on structures and processes
important to pathogenicity of Bd and suggest the aviodance of antibiotics in all Bd culture
media when possible.
Conclusions
Although we provided experimental evidence that cultured and wild-type versions
of Bd isolates have unique time-dependent rates of zoospore production, and variation in
thalli size and shape, we recognize the limitations of our study. Although we ran the
experiments with the cryopreserved and cultured isolates at different times, conditions
(inoculate density, temperature, and media concentration) were identical thus we consider
the results to be valid. In addition, the cryopreserved isolates grew faster at 18°C (this
study) and slower at 5°C (F. Brem unpublished data) than the cultured isolates thus
zoospore density of the inoculates was not a factor. In our experiment, culture history and
antibiotic use are confounded in that the cryopreserved isolates we used were never
exposed to antibiotics. Thus, our design could not determine if growth on media,
exposure to antibiotics, or an interaction of the two is responsible for attenuation in
culture. Also, we acknowledge that zoospore production and thalli morphology are not
the only factor influencing disease-dynamics. Other factors such as variation in zoospore
size, motility, environmental tolerance, and survival times should also be examined in the
context of their effects on pathogenicity and the spread of Bd on different spatial scales.
In addition, we did not expose amphibian hosts to these isolates. Thus, we cannot
confidently conclude that attenuation of Bd we have shown in this culture experiment
would result in decreased infectivity and virulence in amphibian hosts. However, we do
know that the isolates we used were highly infectious in other studies and many of our
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exposure studies using the cultured strains yielded fewer infections than were expected
(F. Brem unpublished data). We also acknowledge that genotype-environment
interactions can influence host-pathogen interactions (Mitchell et al. 2005) and we only
reported interaction in a single environment, 18°C on 1% tryptone agar. Thus, we suggest
that future experiments examine how environmental conditions affect Bd phenotypic
characteristics and how Bd phenotypes affect host-pathogen interactions. Such
knowledge would fill in critical gaps in our understanding of Bd disease dynamics across
its current pandemic range and help us discover why Bd has been such a successful
pathogen in many amphibian communities.
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Chapter 3: Central American Anurans were More Susceptible to a Regional Isolate
of Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis, North American Anurans were Not.
INTRODUCTION
Understanding the complexities and range of host-pathogen-environment systems
(HPE) has been critical for managing diseases. Pathogen colonization of hosts and
subsequent host susceptibility to infection (probability of a host becoming infected after
contact with pathogen) represents one of the first levels in any HPE (Anderson & May,
1979). When pathogens are generalists, susceptibility of hosts to infection can vary
among taxonomic levels. Variation at the species level can result in differences in disease
dynamics among host species (Anderson & May, 1979). General mechanisms that result
in variation in susceptibility of amphibian hosts to Bd infection are few and include
environmental conditions (Forrest & Schlaepfer, 2011; Hossack et al., 2010), phylogeny
of hosts (Hoverman, Grey, Haislip & Miller, 2011) and pathogens (Velo-Anton et al.,
2011), and genetics of hosts (Savage & Zamudio, 2011) and pathogens (Fisher et al.,
2009). It is well established that pathogens can evolve rapidly and impose strong
selection pressure on their hosts (Altzier, Harvell & Friedle, 2003). Given time and
isolation, a pathogen can adapt to local host populations resulting in novel genotypes
(May & Anderson, 1990), or lineages. When new pathogen lineages move among
susceptible host species, the host’s responses to them can also change and may favor the
host, the pathogen, or neither (Phennig, 2001). By understanding how different pathogen
lineages affect different susceptible host species, we gain predictive power of how novel
lineages may affect naïve species.
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Across multiple continents, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (hereafter Bd) is a
generalist pathogen of amphibians that has caused extinctions and impacted numerous
amphibian populations, species, assemblages, and even entire clades (Ryan, Lips &
Eichholz, 2008; Lips et al., 2006) and ecosystems (Whiles et al. 2006). The Bd amphibian
system HPE consists of both many susceptible amphibian species and multiple Bd
lineages (Velo-Anton et al., 2011; Farrer et al., 2011; Savage & Zamudio, 2011).
Furthermore, some lineages are more infectious or pathogenic to amphibian hosts than
others (Ghal, Longcore & Houlahan 2012; Farrer et al., 2011). The potential for contact
among different amphibian hosts and Bd lineages sets the stage for novel host-pathogen
interactions. Novel interactions can introduce variation in host susceptibility and in
pathogen infectivity (propensity of pathogen to infect a host species), and virulence
(severity of disease symptoms) of successful infections among different amphibian hosts
and Bd lineages. Variation in susceptibility and virulence among species is important
because species that are susceptible to infection and experience avirulent infections can
function as Bd reservoirs and vectors (Schloegel et al., 2010; Daszak et al., 2004). Host
pathogen systems with reservoirs are capable of driving highly vulnerable species to
extinction without risk of the pathogen going extinct (deCastro & Bolker, 2005) and
reservoir species are known in the Bd amphibian HPE (Schloegel et al., 2010; Mitchell,
Churcher, Garner & Fischer, 2009).
Numerous studies have clearly shown variation in disease dynamics throughout
the current range of Bd (Savage, Sredl & Zamudio, 2011); however, it is unclear whether
the host species, the Bd lineage, the environment or, most likely, an interaction of the
three is responsible for the variation. For example, Bd is currently widespread and
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naturalized in much of North America. Although Bd was suspected of causing declines of
North American amphibians (Savage, Sredl & Zamudio, 2011; Vredenberg, Knapp,
Tunstall & Briggs, 2008), and is still virulent to some amphibian species there, evidence
of recent Bd induced declines is sparse (Rothermil et al., 2008; Oullet et al., 2005).
Conversely, the Bd lineage that has been well documented in Central America has
decimated amphibian populations (Cheng, Rovito, Wake & Vredenberg, 2011; Lips et al.,
2006). The spreading pathogen hypothesis (Lips et al., 2006; Lips, Diffendorfer,
Mendelson & Sears, 2008; Skerratt et al., 2007) was developed to explain the pattern of
occurrence of the Central American and Australian Bd lineages in nature. The spreading
pathogen hypothesis posits that once Bd is introduced to a region, it subsequently spreads
among amphibians independently of anthropogenic or climatic influence. Host’s
responses to Bd infection are so variable in time and space and some Bd lineages may be
more infectious or pathogenic to certain host species. Furthermore, the HPE is in constant
flux (Kaltz & Shyoff, 1998). With every generation of the host and pathogen, new
genetic combinations are realized, selection occurs, and the HPE is subject to change.
Thus, it is important to understand the changing relationship between Bd and amphibians
because coadaptation does not necessitate all amphibians being less susceptible, nor does
it mean that Bd will become less pathogenic in all hosts (Frank, 1996; Anderson & May,
1982).
Amphibian hosts vary in susceptibility to Bd at individual, population, and species
levels (Ghal, Longcore & Houlahan, 2012; Searle et al., 2011; Berger, Marantelli,
Skerratt & Speare, 2005). Herein, we focus on interactions at the species level; but when
multiple species are sympatric, Bd dynamics among taxonomic levels are likely not
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independent. Amphibian species that are part of assemblages interact through processes
such as interspecific predation (Wu, Wang & Adams, 2005) or shared habitat use and
temporal habitat partitioning (Prado, Urtanabaro & Haddad, 2005) which could link Bd
dynamics among species. Infection patterns in the field suggest that a Bd lineage will not
affect all species in a community similarly (Savage, Sredl & Zamudio, 2011; Brem &
Lips, 2008), and individuals of a given species often show variable responses to different
Bd lineages (Fisher et al., 2009). Moreover, susceptibility is dependent upon host
genotype, Bd genotype, and environmental factors such as temperature (Forrest &
Schlaepfer, 2011) and moisture (Brem & Lips, 2008). Thus, predicting the outcomes of
contact between amphibian hosts and novel Bd lineages requires knowledge of infectivity
among Bd lineages and host species.
The responses of many species to Bd infection lie to one end of the susceptibility
continuum. For example, many members of the Neotropical genera of Harlequin Frogs,
Atelopus spp. and Rocket Frogs, Colostethus spp. are extremely susceptible to infection
and suffer highly virulent Bd infections making them prone to rapid transmission, high
mortality, and population extirpations (LaMarca et al., 2005; Brem & Lips, 2008). Other
species such as the American Bullfrog (Lithobates catesbieanus) and African clawed frog
(Xenopus spp.) are avirulent carriers of Bd, and Bd has little effect on individual mortality
and population/species viability (Daszak et al., 2004; Soto-Azat, Clarke, Poynton &
Cunningham, 2009). The mechanisms underlying species variation in susceptibility are
not fully understood, but known factors include efficacy of endogenous (Woodhams et
al., 2007; Rollins-Smith et al., 2005; Savage & Zamudio, 2011), exogenous (Harris et al.,
2006), and behavioral (Richards-Zawacki, 2010) host defenses, and host environment
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interactions (Forrest & Schlaepfer, 2011; Woodhams, Alford & Marantelli 2003). It is
also unclear whether resistance resulting from the above mechanisms holds true for
different Bd lineages. This is important because what protects a species from one Bd
lineage may not hold true for another lineage if Bd lineages are adapted to specific host
defenses.
Distinct Bd lineages have recently been identified indicating genetic
diversification of Bd in different regions (Farrer et al. 2011; Velo-Anton et al. 2011).
Similar to difference among hosts, variation among Bd lineages can also result in
variation in infectivity and pathogenicity among host species (Ghal, Longcore &
Houlahan 2012; Fisher et al. 2009), and recombination among Bd lineages has been
documented to result in more virulent lineages (Farrer et al., 2011). Morphological and
physiological variation has also been documented among Bd isolates (Fisher et al. 2009;
Piotrowski, Annis & Longcore, 2004) which could impact the HPE by altering infectivity
or pathogenicity of Bd lineages. For example, Bd from Panama and Australia are known
to be highly infectious and pathogenic both in the field (Lips et al., 2006; Skerratt et al.,
2007) and in controlled laboratory experiments (Ghal, Longcore & Houlahan, 2012).
However, Bd from regions of endemism (where a Bd lineage is native and unique to a
geographic region) or naturalization (non-native lineages that become self-sustaining in a
geographic region) tend to be less pathogenic (Ghal, Longcore & Houlahan, 2012;
Padgett-Flohr & Haskins, 2009; Retallick, MsCallum & Speare, 2004).
Increasing transmissibility and pathogenicity are phenomena predicted to be
successful when the density of susceptible hosts is high (Anderson & May, 1982), as it
had historically been in the Neotropics (IUCN Global Amphibian Assessment, 2004).
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However, after Bd becomes endemic (or naturalized) to a region, highly susceptible
species are extirpated, and overall host density decreases (Lips et al., 2006). When
amphibian abundance declines, Bd must reduce transmissibility or pathogenicity to
stabilize host populations or else risk driving itself to extinction (Swinton et al., 2002;
Frank, 1996; Anderson & May, 1982). Alternatively, transmissibility or pathogenicity of
Bd could remain high if at least one species was capable of persisting with Bd, or if Bd
were able to persist outside the amphibian host. We know very little about how different
lineages of Bd will interact with different naive host species but need to because Bd
lineages can easily move among amphibian populations via natural or anthropogenic
movement. It is possible that other Bd lineages are capable of recombination and
hypervirulence if they are introduced to naïve populations where another Bd lineage is
already present.
To examine how Bd lineages affect susceptibility to infection in amphibian host
species, we conducted a fully crossed experiment using five amphibian species and two
isolates (three North American and two Central American amphibian species and Bd
isolates from each region). Specifically, we tested the hypothesis that amphibian hosts are
more susceptible to infection by local Bd lineages than more geographically distant
lineages. We predict that local isolates will be more infectious to local amphibian hosts
than isolates to which a host species is naïve to. We predicted this because local Bd
lineages should be well adapted to infecting local amphibian hosts. With the assumption
that Bd is monophyletic in North American, this design allowed us to test the hypothesis
proposed by Velo-Antón (2011) that Bd has spread from the United States to Central
America. Under this hypothesis, North American amphibians should have had historical
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exposure to an ancestor of the current Central American isolate. Thus, North American
species may show decreased susceptibility to any Bd lineage that has diverged from a
North American lineage. We predict that if this hypothesis is supported, Central
American amphibians should be more susceptible to Bd isolated from Central America
than are USA species. Additionally, the North American isolate we used is not known to
have caused mass mortality in the field and, thus, has exhibits an enzootic pattern of
occurrence. Conversely, the Central American Bd we used was isolated during an
epizootic where it infected numerous species in a large amphibian assemblage (Lips et al.
2006). We predict the USA isolate to exhibit reduced infectivity in hosts from both
regions when compared to the Central American isolate.
METHODS
Ethics Statement
The experiments comply with the current laws of the USA. Collections of North
American species were obtained by permits from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency (permit # 3054) and Tennessee Department of the Environment and
Conservation (2007-001 and annual renewals).Central American species used in this
study were not wild collected and were used in this study with permission from the
amphibian conservation and research program of the Atlanta Botanical Gardens. The use
of vertebrates in our experiment was approved by the University of Memphis
International Animal Care and Use Committee (permit #’s 0650 and 0691).
Amphibian Species
Central American species – We acquired F1 tadpoles of the Lemur Leaf Frog,
Hylomantis lemur (Boulenger) and F1 juveniles of the Granulated Glass Frog,
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Cochranella granulosa (Taylor) from the Atlanta Botanical Garden in March 2007 and
March 2008, respectively. We raised Hylomantis lemur tadpoles in groups of ten in 40L
aquaria with aged tap water. We fashioned Plexiglas covers for the tanks to prevent
evaporative cooling. We fed tadpoles daily on an ad lib 50:50 by weight diet of Sera
Micron (sera GbmH ® Gemany) and finely crushed Tetramin® tropical flakes (Tetra®
USA) until metamorphosis between June – July 2007. We changed 75% of the water in
the aquaria weekly and aerated the water to prevent the accumulation of nitrogenous
wastes. We removed all metamorphs upon emergence of the front legs to 1L polyethylene
cups with breathable lids, 2.5cm of moistened sphagnum moss and a rooted cutting of a
Pothos plant, Epipremnum aureum (Bunting), as a perch and diurnal resting site. We
received the C. granulosa as recently metamorphosed individuals and housed them
individually in polyethylene cups as described above. Before the initiation of this
experiment, all juveniles were fed three times weekly on a size appropriate diet of fruit
flies (Drosophila melanogaster and D. hydei) and house crickets (Acheta domestica).
During the experiment, all amphibians were fed size appropriate A. domestica every third
day at a rate equivalent to 0.1g crickets per 1.0g amphibian mass per day (ex. 1g frog got
0.3 g crickets per feeding). Because of the value of the above species to captive
reassurance programs, we decided to forgo waiting for disease induced mortality, and,
after swabbing them for qPCR assay at two weeks, we treated any survivors using
itroconozole (Pessier & Mendelson 2010). We reared amphibians in conditions suitable
for both tropical and temperate amphibians (75-100% humidity, 17-23°C, 12:12
light:dark cycle).We acknowledge that all species have optimal ranges of environmental
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variables. However, to control for environment, all amphibians were kept in similar
conditions.
North American species – We collected egg masses of the Southern Leopard
Frog, Lithobates sphenocephalus (Cope); Fowler’s Toad, Anaxyrus fowleri (Hinckely);
and Cope’s Grey Treefrog, Hyla chrysoscelis (Cope) from breeding populations at the
Meeman Biological Field Station, Meeman-Shelby State Park, and TO Fuller State Park
in Shelby County TN in February, April and May of 2008, respectively. For each species,
collection locations were separated by at least 4km ensuring genetic independence of the
source populations. At each location, we also collected from 2-3 breeding sites to ensure
independent parentage of egg masses within each location. Since both Hyla chrysoscelis
and the cryptic species Hyla versicolor are known from Shelby County TN, we
karyotyped a larvae from each clutch to verify species status. We hatched the eggs of all
USA species in 40L aquaria with aged tap water. After hatching, we removed individuals
of L. sphenocephalus and H. chrysoscelis to individual 1.5L plastic containers. We reared
A. fowleri larvae communally in groups of ~50 in shallow plastic containers (Sterilite®
1955 28qt under bed storage) with a 3cm gradient. We chose this set-up for A. fowleri to
more closely mimic natural habitats and provide an oxygen gradient. We did not cover
larval growth containers of any USA species with Plexiglas, as described above for
Hylomantis lemur, to allow for more natural day-night temperature differences and cooler
overall temps due to an evaporative cooling effect. All larvae were fed a similar diet to
Hylomantis lemur as described above, and all pre-experimental and experimental animals
were fed and housed as described above for Central American species above.
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Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis isolates
JEL 284 – This United States Bd isolate we used was isolated by Joyce E.
Longcore (JEL, University of Maine, Bangor, Maine USA) from an infected wild
collected Lithobates pipiens that was received in a shipment from a Wisconsin (James et
al. 2009) biological supply house in 2003. The source locality of the frog is unknown. We
maintained the isolate in refrigerated conditions in 10% tryptone broth until the start of
the experiment. Before the experiment, we passed the cultures monthly to fresh media to
reduce potential competition and selection for declining nutrient levels.
JEL 423 – This Central American isolate was isolated in 2004 from a wild
Hylomantis lemur by JEL. It was collected during a Bd epizootic in Panama described by
Lips et al. (2006) and Brem et al. (2008). We maintained this isolate as described above
for JEL 284.
Exposure – We plated 1ml of Bd in tryptone broth (10g tryptone, 1L deionized
water) onto tryptone agar plates (10g tryptone, 10g agar, 1L deionized water) and swirled
the broth over the agar surface to get maximum coverage on the plate. We grew Bd on
these plates at room temperature (~20–23°C) for one week. We then harvested zoospores
by flooding each plate with 3ml of deionized water for 30 minutes and collecting all
effluent from each isolate into two separate beakers. The collected zoospore solutions
were filtered through a 20µm filter to remove Bd thalli. We then estimated zoospore
density using a hemocytometer and diluted the more concentrated so that densities were
approximately equal (~330,000 zoospores/mL).
To expose frogs, we placed individuals in petri dishes with 3ml of the inoculate
solution overnight for 12 hours. We then removed them to freshly prepared polyethylene
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cups (as described above). For the negative control group we exposed amphibians to heat
killed Bd. To heat kill the Bd we heated the remaining inoculates at 75°C for 1 hour in a
warming oven. We confirmed efficacy of the heat kill by looking for living zoospores by
light microscopy. We found no motile zoospores, and exposed negative controls with this
solution as described above.
Statistics and Experimental Design – We used a fully crossed design with three
Bd levels (JEL 284, JEL 423, and a negative control) and five amphibian species (H.
lemur, C. granulosa, H. chrysoscelis, A. fowleri, and L. sphenocephalus) for a total of 15
treatment groups with 9 replicates per treatment. We monitored the exposed amphibians
daily, collected mortality data throughout, and at day 14 we swabbed (collected
amphibian skin and Bd, if present) all surviving animals for qPCR assay using standard
protocols. All qPCR samples were run in triplicate by the North Carolina State University
School of Veterinary Medicine, Raleigh, North Carolina. To test for differences in
susceptibility to Bd among the five species, the two Bd lineages, and country of origin of
the amphibian species we used Fisher’s exact tests. When analyzing any individual
variable we controlled for the others to both examine possible interactions among
variables and determine which variables were contributing most weight to any overall
significant results.
RESULTS
No negative control animals contracted Bd, showed clinical symptoms of Bd, or
died during the course of the study. In the groups exposed to live Bd, two C. granulosa
exposed to Bd from Central America and one H. chrysoscelis exposed to Bd from the
USA died during the exposure stage. Otherwise, there was no mortality during the two
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weeks prior to swabbing the frogs for qPCR assay so virulence or survival analysis was
not possible. No individuals of H. chrysoscelis, A. fowleri, or L. sphenocephalus exposed
were susceptible to Bd infection by either isolate in this experiment. However, some
individuals of H. lemur and C. granulosa were susceptible to both isolates (Figure 6).

Figure 6: Susceptibility of five species (Cgran = Cochranella granulosa, Hlem =
Hylomantis lemur, Afow = Anaxyrus fowleri, Hchr = Hyla chrysoscelis, Lsph =
Lithobates sphenocephalus) to two Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis lineages is
significantly different among species (higher in Cgran) and between isolates and country
of amphibian origin. * indicates North American species

Susceptibility was significantly different among species χ2 (df=4, N=87) = 29.93,
p < 0.0001, between isolates χ2 (df=1, N=87) = 4.83 p = 0.025 and between host
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countries of origin χ2 (df = 1, N=87) = 28.14 p < 0.0001. When controlling for other
independent variables (holding one factor constant while examining the relationship
between the other variables) the species effect is only significant when controlling for the
Central American isolate χ2 (df=4, N=42) = 34.64 p < 0.0001 indicating that the
relationship between susceptibility and species is because of the Central American isolate
. The isolate effect is only significant while controlling for C. granulosa χ2 (df=1, N=16)
= 15.90, p = 0.0014 and when controlling for Central American origin of the hosts χ2
(df=1, N = 34) = 7.84, p = 0.0122 indicating that the relationship between susceptibility
and isolate is because of C. granulosa and hosts being from Central America,
respectively. We could not conduct analysis for species controlling for country of origin,
or country of origin controlling for either species or isolate because no North American
hosts were susceptible to either isolate.
DISCUSSION
We demonstrated that there are species specific differences in susceptibility of
anurans to Bd isolates from Central and North America. We found that amphibian species
from Central America were more susceptible to the Central American isolate than the
North American isolate, and North American amphibians were not susceptible to either
isolate. For the Central American isolate only, these data support the hypothesis that local
isolates can be more infectious to local host species. Our data suggest that the Central
American isolate may be either locally adapted to these hosts or well adapted to being a
generalist in Central America but not North America because no North American species
contracted Bd. Pathogens that have coadapted with their hosts tend to be either less
infectious or less pathogenic (Anderson & May 1982). We suggest that the susceptibility
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of Central American but not North American species supports the hypothesis that Bd in
North and Central America had a North American origin and spread to Central America.
For the North American isolate we used, we failed to support the hypothesis that regional
isolates should be more infectious to regional amphibian species.
The lack of susceptibility of North American hosts to either isolate was
unexpected. This may indicate that the hosts we used had developed resistance
mechanisms to the Bd we used, or only a small percentage of individuals of these species
are susceptible to infection and we did not capture the low susceptibility with our sample
size. Alternatively, the North American isolate may have attenuated, which can occur in
artificially maintained fungal pathogens (Butt, Wang, Shah & Hall, 2006), and is no
longer representative of wild type infectivity and pathogenicity. However, the latter
explanation does not account for the susceptibility of Central American amphibians to the
USA isolate. Also, each lineage we used was out of cryopreservation for less than one
year and passage history was identical.
Ghal et al. (2012) exposed seven North American species to the same Central
American isolate of Bd and all were susceptible. However, highly virulent infections
were only observed in three of the seven species; the American Toad, Anaxyrus
americanus (Holbrook); the Wood Frog, Lithobates sylvaticus (LeConte); and the Green
Frog, Lithobates clamitans (Latreille). The contradictory result between our study and
Ghal et al. (2012) of the interaction among North American amphibians and the Central
American isolate could be based on differences in susceptibility among the species used.
We collected host species in west Tennessee and Ghal et al. (2008) collected theirs from
Maine. Our contradictory result could be explained if Bd had been in the southeastern
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United States longer than the northeast because southeastern hosts would have a longer
time to evolve resistance mechanisms. Alternatively, artificially maintained fungal
pathogens have been shown to quickly lose pathogenicity and suffer from morphological
degeneration when kept on artificial media for many generations (Butt, Wang, Shah &
Hall, 2006). This latter scenario, however, is again less likely due to the susceptibility of
Central American amphibians to the North American isolate.
We have also shown that the epizootic Central American isolate was, in general,
more infectious to amphibian hosts than the enzootic one we used from North America.
We expected high host susceptibility to the Central American isolate because it was
collected during an epizootic where it was an extreme generalist infecting well over 50%
of species in a diverse Panamanian amphibian assemblage of approximately 80
amphibian species (Brem & Lips, 2008; Lips et al., 2006). Furthermore, it is
hypothesized that the ancestral populations of this isolate had similar effects to hosts in
other parts of Central America, despite the amphibian species involved being different
(Velo-Anton et al., 2011; Cheng, Rovito, Wake & Vrendenberg, 2011). In addition,
although infecting significantly fewer individuals than the Central American isolate, Bd
from North America did successfully establish infections in both Central American
species. Susceptibility of the Central American, but not North American, hosts to Bd
from the North America was likely a result of the shorter evolutionary history Central
American species have with Bd with respect to North American species, as is assumed
under the spreading pathogen hypothesis.
Epizootic occurrence is marked by a rapid increase in the incidence of a disease,
indicating that epizootic isolates are likely more infectious than enzootic ones.
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Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis can invade an amphibian population and establish very
high prevalence (Brem & Lips, 2008) and cause mass mortality (Lips et al., 2006) in as
little as three months. Thus, at the beginning of an epizootic, Bd is highly infectious and
pathogenic and should be expected to interact with hosts similarly in exposure studies.
We found that the Central American isolate, collected from a region of epizootic
occurrence, was more infectious than the North American isolate collected from a region
of enzootic occurrence. Our results of variation in susceptibility among species could be
due to using an enzootic isolate and one collected during an epizootic. Thus, our results
could be due to the pathogen genotype rather that host pathogen coevolution.
Additionally, the variation could stem from the use of hosts collected from
regions where Bd occurs epizootically and enzootically, such as the Central American
and North American hosts we used. When a pathogen invades a naïve host population it
has the initial advantage over the host because the host has not evolved any tolerance or
resistance mechanisms. A phenomenon exemplified by myxomatosis in Australian
rabbits (Dwyer, Levin & Buttel, 1990). If we collected and used Bd and hosts from the
same regions today the results of our study could be different. We speculate that the Bd
from the same region in Central America today has likely evolved reduced pathogenicity
or infectivity to cope with reduced amphibian abundance. In addition, hosts could have
developed tolerance or resistance mechanisms, as has been documented in other systems
(Dwyer, Levin & Buttel, 1990).
Our data highlight the importance of collecting and preserving Bd lineages from
epizootic areas. Epizootic Bd lineages are ephemeral in time, geographically mobile, and
always undergoing selection and, therefore, genetic change. We have demonstrated that
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some of the amphibian species we tested were much more susceptible to the isolate
collected during an epizootic. If Bd is isolated from epizootics and cryopreserved, the
specific genotype causing the epizootic can be captured for future studies. Cyropreserved
epizootic Bd lineages would allow future studies to examine the mechanisms influencing
virulence and infectivity that have made epizootic Bd lineages such a devastating and
rapidly spreading pathogen of amphibians. Given this, we suggest that a comparison of
an enzootic isolate and cryopreserved epizootic isolate from the same region should be
conducted to determine how infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd in nature may change
over time and if genotype is responsible for any differences.
Our data lend support the spreading pathogen hypothesis because an isolate at the
front of an epizootic wave should be expected to be more infectious than an enzootic
isolate (Dobson 2000; Walsh, Biek & Real, 2005). Recent evidence supports a North
American origin for Bd in Central America (Velo-Anton et al., 2011). If Bd in North
America is monophyletic, the two isolates we used likely shared a common ancestor that
was introduced to North America sometime before 1961, the earliest noted record of
infection in a wild caught North American amphibian (Padgett-Flohr & Haskins, 2009).
One plausible explanation for the lack of susceptibility of North American species to the
Central American Bd lineage is that North American hosts have evolved innate
(Woodhams et al. 2007) or acquired (Savage, Sredl & Zamudio, 2011) resistance
mechanisms because they have coevolved with the North American Bd lineage.
Additionally, Central American amphibians were significantly less susceptible to Bd
from North America, which could be explained by Bd from North America evolving a
strategy of lower transmissibility and virulence, as was also seen with myxomatosis
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(Dwyer, Levin & Buttel, 1990). Reduced transmissibility and virulence are trends that are
generally expected of a naturalized or endemic pathogen (Swinton et al., 2002). Under
the spreading pathogen hypothesis, Bd at the front of the epizootic wave should be
evolving towards the high pathogenicity and transmissibility because it is occurring in
regions where there is an ample supply of susceptible hosts. Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis behind the epizootic front should be evolving towards low pathogenicity
and transmissibility to adapt to the lower density of susceptible individuals (Anderson &
May, 1979).
Recent evidence suggests that Bd is now pandemic and has undergone genetic
divergence in parts of its range to a point where genetic lineages are distinguishable
(Farrer et al., 2011). The divergence of Bd lineages presents the opportunity for novel
lineages to move among populations and a novel Bd lineage could destabilize amphibian
populations two ways. If the novel lineage is highly virulent and virulent infections result
in higher transmission rates, then the more virulent lineage will spread until it runs out of
susceptible individuals or evolves lower virulence to cope with declining populations
(Anderson & May, 1982). Alternatively, a novel and endemic co-occurring on a host
could be an opportunity for recombination events. Farrer et al. (2011) demonstrated that
among identified Bd lineages, most negative impacts have been caused by a hypervirulent
recombinant panzootic lineage. In the New World, such a hypervirulent lineage was first
introduced to the western USA sometime before the first reported mass mortality events
in the Sierra Nevada Mountains, likely in the 1960’s (Vredenberg, Knapp, Tunstall &
Briggs, 2010; Padgett-Flohr & Haskins, 2009). From there, Bd rapidly spread into
Arizona, then Mexico and the rest of Central America in the 1980’s through the present
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(Velo-Anton et al., 2011). In addition, this hypervirulent lineage has been shown to
possess genetic characteristics of a rapidly progressing epizootic wave (genetic
bottlenecks and loss of genetic diversity), as hypothesized by the Lips et al. ‘spreading
pathogen hypothesis’ (Lips, Diffendorfer, Mendelson & Sears, 2008; Lips et al., 2006).
The Central American isolate we used is a member of the global hypervirulent
recombinant clade (Velo-Anton et al., 2011; Farrer et al., 2011) and was shown to have
lost genetic diversity as it spread from North America to Panama (Velo-Anton et al.,
2011). Recent genetic evidence has also shown that virulence in Bd is linked to the
genotype (Fisher et al., 2009). It is plausible that the observed reduction in genetic
diversity reported by Velo-Anton et al. (2011) represents a strategy of losing genes that
promote reduced infectivity and pathogenicity. Epizootic Bd lineages, such as the Central
American one we used, show high transmissibility and pathogenicity and rapidly expand
their geographic range by spreading among populations. Such lineages persist by
invading new populations with little to no penalty for causing host extinctions. The
alternative, seen in regions of enzootic occurrence, would be to evolve reduced virulence
and infectivity, spread primarily within populations, and persist locally in a population
without causing host extinction. Before Bd spread throughout Central America,
amphibian abundance and species richness was high throughout the region (IUCN
Species Survival Commission, 2004). Epidemiological theory predicts that, in the
absence of adaptation, highly transmissible and highly virulent pathogens cannot persist
without a perpetually high density of susceptible hosts. Alternatively, highly virulent Bd
lineages could persist in a smaller population if the hosts develop high tolerance for
infection (Roy & Kirchner, 2000), or were able to recover with immunity (Swinton et al.,
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2002). Anothther alternative for persisting in small amphibian populations would be
persistence in alternate hosts or abiotic reservoirs. However, no alternate hosts or abiotic
reservoirs are known and the latter alternatives could lead to the extinction of the
amphibian hosts (deCastro & Bolker, 2005).
It is clearly evident that there are differences among Bd isolates, and we have
shown that interactions between Bd and its amphibian hosts are case specific. Our data
demonstrate that novel pathogen lineages are not necessarily more virulent to hosts
outside their geographic region and suggest that all Bd-amphibian interactions should be
considered independently. Also, the evolutionary relationship between an amphibian
species and a Bd lineage is of importance when examining disease dynamics and
interpreting results of Bd exposure studies. We have also shown that Bd isolated from a
region of epizootic occurrence was more infectious than one from an area of enzootic
occurrence. Thus, epizootic isolates of Bd may be invaluable for investigating the
mechanisms that has made Bd one of the most devastating pathogens ever documented in
a class of vertebrates. We argue that if we are to understand the Bd and amphibian HPE
we need a better understanding of the natural variation in both Bd lineages and the
responses of the amphibians they infect. Finally, to fully understand Bd dynamics in
nature we need to know how different environmental conditions influence amphibian-Bd
interactions.
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Chapter 4: Epidermal Trauma Reduces the Impacts of Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis in Fowler’s Toads (Anaxyrus fowleri).
INTRODUCTION
Diseases are one of the largest threats facing wildlife today, and amphibians have
suffered the greatest disease induced declines and extinctions in history [1].
Chytridiomycosis is the disease caused by the fungal pathogen Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis (Bd) and has been posited as the primary cause of recent losses of
amphibian abundance and species diversity observed on multiple continents [2].
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis is now a panzootic pathogen of amphibians [2] and most
species that have been experimentally exposed to this pathogen are susceptible (not
resistant) to infection.
Susceptibility to infection is important because it represents one of the first stages
in pathogen invasion [3]. A subsequent critical stage in this host pathogen system is
virulence (severity of disease symptoms) of Bd infections. Unlike susceptibility, which is
a binomial response, virulence of Bd infections (or pathogenicity of a parasite) falls along
a continuum from avirulent infections (low pathogenicity) through highly virulent, lethal
infections (high pathogenicity). Amphibians can vary in their susceptibility to Bd and, if
infected, the virulence of infections can also vary at the individual, population, or species
level [4, 5]. The proportion of individuals that are susceptible to infection and the
proportion that experience highly virulent infections within a population are especially
important epizootiological parameters [3]. If some individuals are not susceptible to
infection, the population cannot be driven to extinction by a parasite alone [3]. Likewise,
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Bd should not drive a population to extinction if some individuals were susceptible but do
not experience virulent infections [3].
Host susceptibility to, and virulence of, Bd infections can vary among individuals
due to exogenous factors such as genes for disease tolerance and resistance [6, 7].
Exogenous factors including environmental conditions [8], the specific Bd isolate [4, 9],
and the chemical environment of the amphibian epidermis [10, 11] have also been shown
to influence susceptibility and virulence. In addition, the amphibian epidermis frequently
endures mild to severe epidermal trauma from exogenous factors such as predation,
combat with conspecifics, and parasitization [12]. In many disease systems, trauma is a
common entry point for the establishment of secondary infections. Despite the
importance of the amphibian epidermis to the pathogenesis of Bd, no research has
focused on how damage to the epidermis can affect the susceptibility of individuals to Bd
infections and the virulence of resultant infections.
The amphibian epidermis is an evolutionarily unique organ and its function is
more complex than the epidermis of most other vertebrates. The amphibian epidermis
maintains homeostasis by regulating water, gas, and ion exchange and Bd kills
amphibians by invading the epidermis and disrupting these functions [13]. Pathology of
Bd infection is not fully understood but includes osmotic imbalance, mild epidermal
lesions with focal hyperkeratinization, petechial hemorrhaging of the venter, and mild
inflammation [13, 14]. Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis invades the epidermis, thus, the
epidermis represents the primary level of defense against Bd infection. A fully intact and
functional epidermis presents many barriers to resisting Bd infection. We suspect that
damage to the epidermis could impair the barriers that prevent parasites access to the
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amphibian host. The stratum corneum is the most superficial layer of the epidermis and is
composed of dead cornified keratinocytes. Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis must
penetrate the stratum corneum with a germ tubule to establish infection [15]. Granular
glands of the epidermis also present barriers to Bd infection by the production of
antimicrobial peptides [10]. In addition, mucous glands are present in the amphibian
epidermis and are known to maintain a physical barrier to fungal infections in fish [16].
Regardless of the mechanism, it is clear that the amphibian epidermis plays a critical role
in susceptibility to Bd infection.
Amphibian skin also plays a role in the virulence of Bd infection because immune
responses resulting in resistance and tolerance are mediated by the epidermis. Trauma
(physical damage), in a strict sense, is a disease because it disrupts normal anatomical
structure and physiological function of affected tissues. Trauma causes rapid
physiological changes in the amphibian epidermis through the initiation of immune
responses and repair mechanisms, and changes in metabolic activity which are required
for epidermal regeneration and repair. Epidermal repair following trauma in amphibians
is similar to that of other vertebrates and involves four overlapping steps; hemostasis,
inflammation, proliferation, and remodeling [17]. Briefly, hemostasis initiates repair with
the release of endothelin from damaged cells causing vasoconstriction, platelet
aggregation to seal off damaged blood vessels, and the release of fibrinogen and thrombin
to complete the formation of the hemostatic plug. Soon after the initiation of hemostasis,
inflammation commences and involves the recruitment of lymphocytes which remove
foreign bodies and are important sources of and substrates for growth factors [18]. The
proliferative and remodeling phases follow inflammation and are responsible for the
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formation of new blood vessels, epithelial cells, connective tissues, and scar formation at
the site of the trauma. Finally, trauma initiates the release of hormones from the pituitary
gland that increase metabolism and mobilize fuel stores, such as glycogen, to provide
energy for epidermal repair [19]. Trauma may increase susceptibility by allowing Bd
easier access to the epidermis or temporarily reducing immune function as a result of
trauma as is seen in humans [20]. We also suspect that the virulence of infections in
amphibians with epidermal trauma may be higher because host immunity may be
dampened following trauma as is seen in humans [21].
Parasitic infections can be primary (able to infect an otherwise healthy individual)
or secondary (can only infect following another disease). Recent infections, trauma, or
unfavorable environmental conditions can alter an individual’s susceptibility to
secondary infection and allow the establishment of a pathogen that would otherwise be
immunologically defensible to a host. For example, members of the fungal genus
Saprolegnia (water molds) are ubiquitous in freshwater systems where they generally
function as decomposers. Water molds are only known to frequently cause primary
infections in amphibian eggs [22, 23], however, they can establish secondary infections
following recent infection, trauma, or mucosal depletion in some fish [24]. Once
infections are established, water molds can cause mortality in many species of fish [24]
and amphibians [25]. It is clear that Bd establishes primary infections in many amphibian
species because many captive raised amphibians that have no other diseases are still
highly susceptible to infection. However, it is unclear whether Bd can also cause
secondary infections in less susceptible species or whether concomitant disease can
increase susceptibility to Bd. Given the potentially high rate of concomitant trauma and
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pathogen exposure, enhanced pathogenesis of Bd as a secondary infectious agent may
offer some insights into the severe negative impacts caused by Bd in numerous species.
Trauma disrupts the normal anatomical structure and physiological function of
affected tissues. The objectives of our study were to assess whether Bd is more infectious
and virulent as a secondary infection following epidermal trauma than as a primary
infection without trauma. To test the efficacy of Bd as a secondary infectious agent we
exposed one group of toads to Bd after administering mild epidermal trauma. We then
compared susceptibility and virulence resulting from the above treatment to two other
control groups of toads: a positive control group that received living Bd but no trauma,
and the negative control group which received heat killed Bd and no trauma. We
predicted that minor trauma of the epidermis would increase Fowler’s toad’s
susceptibility to infection by allowing Bd easier invasion of the amphibian epidermis. We
also tested whether such trauma would impact the virulence of Bd infection and mortality
of toads due to Bd infection. We predicted that trauma would allow the establishment of
more severe infections more rapidly, thus increasing the virulence of infection and
resultant mortality. Finally, we tested whether survival times differed between the above
treatment groups. We predicted that toads with secondary infections should have shorter
survival times than positive and negative control toads.
MATERIALS AND METHODOLOGY
Ethics Statement
The experiments comply with the current laws of the USA. Collections of North
American species were obtained by permits from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources
Agency (permit # 3054) and Tennessee Department of the Environment and
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Conservation (2007-001 and annual renewals). Central American species used in this
study were not wild collected and were used in this study with permission from the
amphibian conservation and research program of the Atlanta Botanical Gardens. The use
of vertebrates in our experiment was approved by the University of Memphis
International Animal Care and Use Committee (permit #’s 0650 and 0691).
Anaxyrus fowleri
We collected partial egg masses of Anaxyrus fowleri from 3 populations in Shelby
County, Tennessee: Edward J. Meeman Biological Field Station, TN (35°23’22.66”N
90°02’15.75”W); Meeman-Shelby State Park, (35°21’23.61”N 90°01’10.00”W); and an
artificial pond in urban Memphis TN (35°09’18.18”N 89°56’01.90W). We collected a
total of ~1000 eggs from at least three separate egg masses at each site. We collected all
eggs between 14–23 April 2010. For each species, collection locations were separated by
at least 4km ensuring genetic independence of the source populations because Fowler’s
toads do not disperse long distances [26].
We hatched and reared A. fowleri in the lab in ~40L tanks using aged tap water.
After hatching, we reared the larvae communally in groups of ~50 in shallow plastic
containers (Sterilite® 1955 28qt under bed storage). We raised one side of the larval
containers approximately 5cm to make a slant. We chose this set-up for A. fowleri to
mimic natural habitats and provide an oxygen gradient from the shallower to the deeper
end. All larvae were fed daily on an ad lib 50:50 by weight diet of Sera Micron (sera
GbmH ® Gemany) and finely crushed Tetramin® tropical flakes (Tetra® USA) until
metamorphosis between mid-May and early-June 2010. We aerated the water with
submersible aeration stones and an aquarium air pump. We changed 75% of the water in
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the containers weekly to prevent the accumulation of nitrogenous wastes. We removed all
metamorphs upon emergence of the front legs to 1L polyethelene cups with breathable
lids, and 2.5cm of moistened sphagnum moss.
Metamorphs were fed three times weekly on a size appropriate diet of fruit flies
(Drosophila melanogaster and D. hydei) and European house crickets (Acheta
domestica). We reared metamorphs until the majority of toadlets were over one gram
before selecting individuals for the experiment. For the experimental groups, we selected
toads that were of similar size (~1.25–1.50g) and age (between 90-120 days post
metamorphosis). From those remaining in the above size and age classes, we randomly
selected 3 individuals from each population for each group to avoid possible parental and
population effects. During the experiment, all amphibians were fed size appropriate
Acheta domestica every third day at a rate equivalent to 0.1g crickets per 1.0g amphibian
mass per day (e.g., 1g frog fed 0.3 g crickets per feeding).
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis Isolation and Exposure
In a routine spring collecting trip, we found two female Lithobates
sphenocephalus, one dead and one near death, heavily infected with Bd in the MeemanShelby State Park in early March 2010 during their breeding season. We were able to
isolate Bd (FMB003) from one of the two L. sphenocephalus using the procedures
outlined by Longcore et al. [27] with one exception: we used tryptone agar (10g tryptone,
10g agar, 1L deionized water) and tryptone broth (10g tryptone, 1L deionized water)
without antibiotics as media. After we isolated Bd FMB003, we transferred
uncontaminated Bd colonies to tryptone broth. After achieving sufficient growth in the
broth, we transferred 1ml of the broth to tryptone agar plates. We let those plates grow
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for one week before harvesting zoospores for the experimental inoculate. To make the
inoculate, we flooded plates with 3mL of deionized water, let them sit for one hour,
collected the effluent, and filtered the effluent through a 20µm screen to remove most
thalli. Finally, we used a hemocytometer to estimate zoospore density (~125,000
zoospores/mL) before exposing the toads. To expose toads, we placed individuals in petri
dishes with 3ml of the inoculate solution overnight for 12 hours and removed them to
freshly prepared polyethelene cups similar to those used to rear them after metamorphisis
described above.
Experimental Design and Statistics
We exposed groups of nine A. fowleri to three treatments (secondary infection =
SI; positive control = PC; and negative control = NC). Frogs of the secondary infection
group (SI) were the treatment group. Immediately before we exposed them to Bd
FMB003, we subjected SI frogs to mild epidermal trauma to mimic a mild trauma that
could be experienced in nature. We considered successful Bd infections in this group to
be secondary infections following trauma to the epidermis. Using an IACUC approved
method equivalent to scraping the epidermis of live animals to assay for Bd by light
microscopy, we imposed epidermal trauma by scraping the venter of the frog with tip of a
scalpel blade 20 times and the inferior side of each foot five times. After this process, we
could observe reddening of the venter and digits but never any lacerations. Frogs of the
positive control group (PC) were not subjected to any trauma but were only exposed to
Bd FMB003. We considered successful Bd infections in this group to represent primary
infections. Frogs of the negative control group (NC) were subjected to the trauma
procedure described above and heat killed Bd FMB003 to control for the effects of the
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trauma and exposure procedures. We heat killed Bd by leaving the inoculate in a
warming oven at 75°C for one hour.
After exposure, we censused toads daily for changes in behavior, morbidity, and
mortality. We recorded dates of all mortality events for survival analysis. To test for
differences in susceptibility and mortality among treatments we used a Fisher’s exact test.
For the Fisher’s exact tests we used SAS® 9.3 (SAS Institute Inc.). To test for a
difference in survival times (time from exposure to mortality) we used a Kaplan-Maier
log-rank survival analysis. For the survival time analysis we used Sigma Plot™ 12 (Systat
Software Inc.). For the Fisher’s exact test, we considered toads susceptible to Bd
infection as those where we could confirm definite Bd infection by presence of thalli
using light microscopy. We assayed for the presence or absence of Bd using light
microscopy of skin slough at the time of mortality or at 4 weeks, whichever came first,
and again at the conclusion of the experiment. We chose four weeks because it is a
common time to morbidity in other studies [28]. We also repeated the assay at signs of
morbidity after four weeks and again at the conclusion of the experiment, at day 70, on
all survivors. We concluded at 70 days because all remaining toads showed no clinical
signs of Bd as the others did preceding mortality. Also, the skin scrapes of the remaining
toads revealed no Bd thalli or easily removable skin slough, which a common symptom
of Bd infection. In addition, the remaining animals survived for over two years in an
educational display and were Bd free when they eventually died of unknown causes.
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RESULTS
Susceptibility
We found overall significant differences in susceptibility among treatment groups
(Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0026) caused by the significantly greater susceptibility of PC
relative to NC toads (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0023, Figure 7).
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Fig.(7). With reference to negative controls (Neg. Control), Anaxyrus fowleri exposed to
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis alone (Pos. Control.) were less susceptible to infection
than those exposed to Bd following epidermal trauma (Secondary Inf). Different letters
indicate significance at p < 0.05.
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Susceptibility of SI toads, however, was similar to both PC toads (Fisher’s exact
test, p = 0.1534) and NC toads (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.21). Thus, with respect to the
negative controls (NC), toads with primary Bd exposures (PC) were more susceptible to
infection than toads with secondary exposures (SI).
Mortality
All toads that were diagnosed with Bd infection eventually died. In addition, one
additional toad in each group died before day 70 but was not infected with Bd. We found
overall significant differences in mortality among treatment groups, (Fisher’s exact test, p
= 0.0048) caused by the significantly greater mortality of PC relative to NC toads,
(Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.0034, Figure 8). Mortality of SI toads, however, was similar to
both PC toads (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.13) and NC toads (Fisher’s exact test, p = 0.29).
Thus, with respect to the negative controls (NC), toads exposed to Bd but no trauma (PC)
suffered higher mortality than toads with secondary infections following trauma (SI).
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Fig.(8). With reference to negative controls (Neg. Control), Anaxyrus fowleri exposed to
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis alone (Pos. Control.) suffered higher mortality than
those exposed to Bd following epidermal trauma (Secondary Inf). Different letters
indicate significance at p < 0.05.

Survival Time
Kaplan-Meier survival analysis (Figure 9) revealed a significant difference in
survival time among groups (log-rank test, z=11.34 df=2 p=0.003). Positive Control toads
had significantly shorter survival times than NC toads (Holm-Sidak p=0.00259), but the
SI toads had similar survival times to both NC toads (Holm-Sidak p=0.082) and PC toads
(Holm-Sidak p=0.125).
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Fig.(9). With reference to negative controls (neg. control), Anaxyrus fowleri exposed to
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis alone (pos. control.) had shorter survival times than
those exposed to Bd following epidermal trauma (Secondary Inf). Different letters
indicate significance at p < 0.05.
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
We have clearly demonstrated that, under our experimental conditions, Bd was
most successful as a primary infection of A. fowleri. We predicted that mild epidermal
trauma, similar to that which can occur in nature, would increase the susceptibility of A.
fowleri to Bd. However, mild epidermal trauma did not allow Bd to more easily establish
infections. Rather, trauma hindered the establishment of Bd infection. Specifically, our
data show that, with reference to negative controls, mild epidermal trauma reduced
susceptibility of toads to Bd infection (Figure 7). Although our light microscopy assay
could have underestimated susceptibility in our study, we can confidently state that our
data contains no false positives. Additionally, our microscopy assay had no effect on our
measures of mortality and survival time. Furthermore, our susceptibility data closely
mirrored our mortality and survival time data where toads we diagnosed with Bd
infections eventually died.
We also predicted that secondary infections following trauma would result in
higher overall mortality and shorter survival times. Our results also indicate that, with
reference to our negative controls, infections were most virulent in toads that received Bd
but no trauma. Mortality resulting from Bd exposures following trauma was similar to
that of negative controls (Figure 8) whereas mortality of toads with Bd alone was
significantly higher than negative controls. Survival times of toads in the trauma group
were also similar to those of negative controls (Figure 9) whereas toads with Bd alone
were again different. These results were contrary to our predictions and suggest that some
effect of the trauma procedure resulted in toads being less susceptible to infection or
quickly clearing Bd infections before progressing to chytridiomycosis.
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The amphibian epidermis presents many barriers to infection, but Bd alone does
not illicit the full suite of epidermal defenses in all amphibians [29, 30]. We speculate
that our trauma procedure resulted in the stimulation of an immunological response that
Bd would not normally illicit in Fowler’s toads and, therefore, Bd would not have to
overcome to establish infection. One likely mechanism is the inflammatory response,
however, alternative explanations do exist. Inflammation is a component of innate
immunity and is a nonspecific immunological defense meant to eliminate the source of an
injury and initiate healing. The inflammatory response initiates a suite of chemical and
cellular defenses that may have been effective at preventing the establishment of Bd
infection in our study [31]. In addition, innate and adaptive immunity are cross-linked;
thus, an inflammatory response could recruit components of the adaptive immune system
to prevent or eliminate Bd infection [32]. Evolutionary immunology of Bd and
amphibians is a developing area of research. Our data suggest that inflammation could
provide protection from Bd in nature. Given this, it would be valuable to examine
whether amphibian species with robust inflammatory responses are those more likely to
persist with Bd. Finally, our results only concern secondary infection following epidermal
trauma. It is likely that secondary Bd infections following other primary diseases (i.e.
parasitic infections, toxicosis, stress) would not result in decreased susceptibility and
virulence of Bd infections. Rather, we would expect that primary diseases other than
trauma would increase susceptibility to and virulence of Bd infections.
Alternative explanations to the inflammatory response also exist. Amphibians
slough their stratum corneum regularly as a part of growth and epidermal regeneration
[33]. Hyperkeratosis and increased sloughing of the epidermis are common symptoms
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documented in amphibians infected with Bd [34, 35, 36]. If Bd is unable to penetrate
deeper epidermal layers below the stratum corneum before the epidermis is sloughed, or
reinfect the amphibian during the sloughing process, an amphibian may be able clear a
Bd infection. In addition, sloughing may reduce the virulence of infection by the removal
of impaired epidermal layers. Although we did not directly measure the sloughing rate,
we did not observe an obvious increase in sloughing during our study.
The chemical environment of the amphibian epidermis also impacts susceptibility
to and virulence of infection [10, 29, 11]. Antimicrobial peptides are produced
endogenously by granular glands [10, 29] and exogenously through natural microbial
fauna of the epidermis [11]. Antimicrobial peptides have been shown to reduce the
susceptibility of an individual to Bd infection and may also influence virulence of
infection. Epidermal trauma is known to elevate production and release of antimicrobial
peptides in amphibians [37, 38], which could prevent infection if the peptides are
efficacious killers of Bd. We did not test antimicrobial peptide levels in our study, thus,
we cannot dissect the effect of antimicrobial peptides from the effects of inflammation.
Thus, future research warrants determining the relative importance of elevated peptide
levels versus components of the inflammatory response in reducing the negative effects
of Bd following trauma.
Finally, the mucosal layer on the epidermis of many amphibians may represent
another barrier that Bd must overcome before establishing an infection. Ictalurus catfish
farmed in the southern United States are more susceptible to infection by Saprolegnia in
the winter months because the mucosal layer is thinner, and immunological function is
reduced, in cold conditions [39]. In the Saprolegnia-catfish system, susceptibility is
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higher in cold conditions because the thinner mucosal layer allows easier penetration of
this pathogen’s germ tube into the epidermis [39]. Like Saprolegnia, Bd initiates
infection by penetrating the host’s epidermis with a germ tubule [15]. Thus, the thickness
of the amphibian epidermal mucus layer may represent an additional barrier to infection
that has yet to be explored. If epidermal trauma resulted in rapid elevated mucous
production, perhaps it could have prevented Bd infection of the SI group in our study. We
suggest this alternative is the least likely because, although toads do have mucus
producing glands in their skin, toads are generally dry skinned and an appreciable mucus
layer is generally not present on the surface of their skin.
We have shown that epidermal trauma preceding Bd exposure reduced
susceptibility to infection, reduced mortality from infection, and increased survival times
in A. fowleri compared to Bd exposure without trauma. Our experimental groups had
relatively low sample sizes. Thus, to detect a significant difference with such a small
sample size, the effect size of the treatment was likely very high. Although our data are
compelling, we recognize that low sample size and taxonomic coverage are limitations of
our study. Also, we did not use qPCR, and acknowledge that quantitative measures of
zoospore load would have provided a more precise, continuous variable with which to
evaluate virulence of Bd infection. In addition, qPCR could have identified light
infections that our microscopy assay may have missed. Regardless, our assay did not
affect our measures of mortality or survival time, both of which mirrored our
susceptibility data. Despite these limitations, we are confident that our results
demonstrate a compelling interaction between host epidermal trauma and infectivity and
virulence of a deadly pathogen of amphibians. Finally, we suggest that our results clearly
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demonstrate how exogenous factors can influence Bd pathogenicity and urges further
work to detail the mechanism by which epidermal trauma reduces susceptibility and
virulence of Bd infection in amphibians.
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Chapter 5: Re-isolating Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis from an amphibian host
increases pathogenicity in a subsequent exposure.
Introduction
Experimental disease ecology has relied heavily on controlled laboratory
experiments when investigating the biology of host-pathogen systems. Controlled
exposure experiments have been used to assess modes of transmission and determinants
of pathogenicity in many disease systems and have yielded information vital to the
management of wildlife diseases. We use controlled pathogen exposure experiments
because they are powerful tools that enable manipulation of the three components of
host-pathogen systems; host, pathogen, and environment [1, 2]. Controlled exposure
experiments have been extensively used to examine the relationship between
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd), the etiological agent causing the disease
amphibian chytridiomycosis, and its amphibian hosts. Such experiments have been used
investigate determinants of infectivity (ability to infect) and pathogenicity (ability to
cause disease given infection) of Bd [3, 4, 5], and were also effectively used to
demonstrate how Bd kills amphibians [6]. Controlled exposure experiments have also
proven useful for investigations of potential interactions between amphibian species and
Bd isolates [7, 8, 9]. However, all such studies are inherently based on the assumption
that laboratory host-pathogen models accurately reflect natural host-pathogen
interactions, and that pathogens raised strictly in culture retain the same infectivity and
pathogenicity as those that reproduce in a host. These assumptions need to be tested,
because loss of infectivity and/or pathogenicity has been documented in some artificially
maintained fungal pathogens [10].
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The source of Bd for most exposure experiments is in vitro cultures. When using
cultured Bd, we assume that interactions using these cultures are representative of natural
exposures. Specifically, we assume that infectivity and pathogenicity of wild Bd and
cultured Bd are equivalent. In recent years, researchers have demonstrated that there is
genetic variability among Bd isolates [11] and that infectivity and pathogenicity vary
among isolates [9]. Results from studies on genetic variability of Bd isolates obtained
from different geographic regions have ranged from a single global clone with little
variability [12] to differing degrees of isolate variability [13], and even distinct lineages
[11]. Genetic variability in isolates may affect infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd.
In addition to genetic differences among Bd isolates, phenotypic differences
among isolates may affect infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd. Bd isolates differ in
zoospore production rates in vitro [14], a trait that may influence infectivity and
pathogenicity of Bd. Furthermore, infectivity and pathogenicity of Bd can vary among
amphibian hosts [7, 9]. These studies are strongly suggestive that there are differences in
infectivity and pathogenicity among Bd isolates, but whether these differences are
genetically or environmentally influenced is unclear. Thus, it is imperative to understand
where these variations arose (in vivo or in vitro), what selection pressures lead to
variability among isolates, and, ultimately, how these variations could impact controlled
laboratory experiments as well as the management of Bd in wild and captive amphibian
populations.
Pathogens evolve rapidly in nature [15]. Pathogens in culture also evolve rapidly
through artificial selection on culture media outside their hosts [10]. Pathogens rapidly
adapt to novel conditions because, in general, they often have large distribution ranges
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that are characterized by geographic isolation, large population sizes, short generation
times, and high mutation rates. Bd has specifically been demonstrated to have high
genetic/allelic diversity within populations [16]. Bd reproduces primarily asexually and
thus, new alleles arising from mutations can easily become fixed in a population, because
linkages among genes are not broken by the recombination that occurs in sexual
reproduction [17]. Previous research on entomogeneous fungi used for biological control
has shown that they attenuate (undergo morphological and physiological change) rapidly
in artificial culture [10]. Attenuation can be caused by artificial selection for growth in
culture and attenuated pathogens generally suffer from reduced infectivity, reduced
pathogenicity, and morphological degeneration if not routinely passed through an
appropriate host [10]. It is unclear whether Bd attenuates in culture and, if so, how long it
takes before infectivity and/or pathogenicity begin to diminish. It is possible that artificial
selection could result in attenuation which could underestimate the infectivity and/or
pathogenicity of Bd in experimental challenges.
Attenuation of Bd in culture has not been previously investigated; however, the
use of attenuated Bd could reduce the accuracy of extrapolating exposure experiments to
natural amphibian-Bd interactions. We received Bd isolate JEL284 in 2007 and JEL 197
in 2008, maintained them in 1% tryptone broth, and passed them to fresh media every 3045 days. In 2010, we observed that Bd isolate JEL284 began to show decreasing
infectivity in susceptible amphibian species in controlled exposures [F. Brem,
unpublished data]. Given these observations, we hypothesized that the infectivity and
pathogenicity of JEL284 may be diminishing in culture. We were unaware of the
infectious and pathogenic properties of JEL197. However, like JEL284, JEL 197 had
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been maintained in vitro under similar conditions for many generations; thus, it may
show similar reductions in infectivity and pathogenicity. The objective of our study was
to investigate whether infectivity and pathogenicity of a cultured Bd isolate that had
shown a decrease in those properties, could be increased by passing it through an
amphibian host.
Methods
Ethics statement
The experiments herein comply with the current laws of the USA. Collections of
S. holbrooki were obtained by permits from the Tennessee Wildlife Resources Agency
(permit # 3054) and Tennessee Department of the Environment and Conservation (2007001 and annual renewals). The use of vertebrates in our experiment was approved by the
University of Memphis International Animal Care and Use Committee (permit #’s 0650
and 0691).

Collection and care of animals
We collected eastern spadefoot toad, Scaphiopus holbrooki, eggs on March 26,
2009 after heavy spring rains at the Edward J. Meeman Biological Station approximately
25 miles north of Memphis, TN (35°23’22.66”N 90°02’15.75”W). We used S. holbrooki
because susceptibility to Bd in this species is unknown. Also, S. holbrooki is an
explosively breeding, fossorial species and we know little about susceptibility in such
species. Finally, explosive breeders are temporally extremely abundant and, if susceptible
to Bd infection, they could be important ephemeral vectors of Bd to other species
breeding at the same time or those species with larvae present during S. holbrooki
breeding events. In a controlled indoor laboratory, the eggs hatched 3-5 days after
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collection and tadpoles were reared collectively in a 100L plastic tub at 15-20°C in a
temperature-controlled room. We performed 50% water changes every 4-5 days, using
tap water that was aged in 180L Nalgene carboys for at least14 days before use. We
changed the water by siphoning approximately 50L of the existing water and replacing it
with 50L fresh water. We did not do 100% water changes because S. holbrooki tadpoles
are voracious feeders and, thus, rapidly produces waste. 100% water changes would have
been too stark of a change in water chemistry for the tadpoles to adjust to without ill
effects. We fed tadpoles ad lib daily using ground Hikari Staple™ (Kyorin co., ltd.) koi
fish food between the hours of 0800 - 1700.
All individuals used for the experiment metamorphosed between April 6–13,
2009. After both forelimbs emerged, metamorphs were immediately transferred to
individual 0.95L, polyethylene cups with vented lids, 2.5cm of moistened sphagnum
moss, and a small cutting of Wandering Jew (Tradescantia zebrine). We replaced
individual containers every two weeks throughout the duration of the experiments. The
metamorphs were fed ad lib 3 times weekly with a size-appropriate mix of fruitflies
(Drosophila melanogaster and D. hydei), and European house crickets (Achaeta
domestica), until the start of the experiment. During the experiments, all amphibians were
fed size-appropriate A. domestica every third day at a rate equivalent to 0.1g crickets per
1.0g amphibian mass per day (e.g., a 1g frog was fed 0.3 g crickets per feeding). Feeding
rates for the experiments were determined by average mass at the start of the experiment.
Ambient temperature was ~18°C (range 17-20°C), relative humidity was ~85% (range
80-100%), and we used a 12:12 light:dark photoperiod throughout the experiment.
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Isolates
JEL284 – This isolate was provided by Joyce E. Longcore (JEL, University of
Maine, Bangor, Maine USA) whose source for the pathogen was an infected northern
leopard frog, Lithobates pipiens, wild-collected from Wisconsin [16] that was received in
a shipment from a biological supply house in 2003. We received the isolate in 2007, and
prior to use in these experiments we maintained the isolate at 5°C in tryptone liquid
media (10g tryptone, 100mL deionized water) with 250mg/L penicillin 300mg/L
streptomycin. We passed colonies monthly to fresh media to reduce potential competition
for declining nutrient levels. We used this isolate in both Experiment 1 and 2 described
below.
JEL197 – In June of 2008, Dr. Michael Levy (North Carolina State University,
Raleigh, NC) provided us with JEL 197, the type isolate of Bd, for making positive
controls for PCR assays. The isolate originally was provided to Dr. Levy by JEL in 2004.
We maintained this isolate as described above. JEL197 had been in artificial culture for at
least six years and was maintained in conditions similar to JEL 284 above; thus, we
included it in our design to compare results between two long-term, artificially
maintained isolates.
FMB001 – In May 2010 (Experiment 1 below), we exposed S. holbrooki
metamorphs to JEL284 and JEL197 with 20 animals in each treatment group. From this
exposure we successfully infected four individuals (all from JEL284), and then
successfully re-isolated Bd from one of those infected individuals. This new isolate was
renamed FMB001.
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Culture of Isolates – After we re-isolated FMB001, we used antibiotic-free
tryptone agar (10g tryptone, 10g agar, 1L deionized water) and tryptone broth (10g
tryptone, 1L deionized water) for all of our Bd cultures. We stopped using antibiotics
because we had difficulties isolating Bd on agar containing them. All cultures were
passed one time before conducting the attenuation test described below. To prepare an
inoculate for exposures for experiment 1 and 2 described below, we plated 1mL of active
broth onto tryptone agar plates (10g tryptone, 10g agar, 1000mL deionized water) before
harvesting zoospores. To harvest zoospores for exposures, we flooded Bd culture plates
with 3mL sterile distilled water for 30 minutes. We then collected the water in a common
container prior to estimating zoospore density using a hemacytometer by counting motile
zoospores [sensu 18]. We also observed motile zoospores in the inoculates after
removing the frogs, thus, we can confidently state that the frogs were exposed to viable
Bd inoculates. Before exposure, we adjusted the zoospore solutions using sterile
deionized water, so that all treatment groups for all experiments were exposed to a
concentration of ~330,000 zoospores/mL). We chose this relatively high concentration
because we were unsure of the susceptibility of S. hokbrooki to Bd and wanted to ensure
infection given that this species was susceptible to infection, also explosive breeders
could be exposed to very high Bd levels in nature.
Approach – To conduct this experiment, we used a three-pronged approach that
involved two separate experiments. 1) In Experiment 1, we exposed S. holbrooki
juveniles to two cultured Bd isolates JEL284 and JEL197that we suspected of reduced
infectivity and pathogenicity. 2) We re-isolated Bd (hereafter Bd isolate FMB001) from a
successful infection caused by JEL284 when thalli were apparent in skin slough. 3) In
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Experiment 2, we compared pathogenicity of FMB001 and JEL284 in the same host
species via exposures to naïve hosts from the same cohort as experiment 1.

Experiment 1- Exposure to Cultured Bd Isolates
To estimate initial infectivity and pathogenicity of JEL284 and JEL197, and to
provide an infected frog from which to re-isolate Bd, we randomly assigned 60 of the
recently metamorphosed S. holbrooki froglets to be used in experiment one. We then
randomly assigned those 60 frogs to one of three treatment groups, JEL284, JEL197, and
negative control. At the time of exposure, all metamorphs appeared healthy, were
between 10-14 days post-metamorphosis, and weighed between 0.95 and 1.25g. We did
not swab frogs for PCR testing prior to the study because they were collected as eggs,
raised in aged tap water, and we assumed that they should be negative. We did, however,
collect a skin scraping from 50% of these frogs prior to the start of this experiment and
found no evidence of Bd thalli, and thus we assumed they were Bd negative. Frogs in
each treatment group were individually exposed to 3ml of either JEL284 or JEL197 in a
45mm petri dish for 12 hours. We weighted the lids with small rocks to prevent animals
from escaping. To control for the effects of metabolized tryptone exposure on amphibian
survival, we exposed frogs in the negative control group to 3mL of an equal parts mixture
of heat-killed JEL284 and JEL197 as described above. We mixed the heat-killed isolates
together for the negative control to account for possible variation in metabolic products
of the isolates. We heat-killed Bd immediately after the live exposures by heating the Bd
inoculates in a warming oven at 75°C for one hour, after which no motile zoospores
could be observed. After day 30, all remaining individuals were euthanized in a 500mg/L
solution of MS-222.
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After exposing the frogs to the Bd treatments, we placed them into freshly
prepared containers as described above, and randomly assigned them a position in our
experimental area. We observed individuals daily for changes in behavior suggesting
clinical symptoms of Bd (lethargy, lack of burrowing, and reduction in feeding),
morbidity, and mortality for 30 days post exposure. To determine post-exposure infection
status, we repeated the above light microscopy assay at day 14 when we began to observe
clinical symptoms of amphibian chytridiomycosis in some individuals. We again
repeated the light microscopy assay at day 30 when the individuals exhibiting clinical
symptoms had died and no other frogs were exhibiting similar symptoms. After we
confirmed infection in any individuals, we conducted daily skin scrapings to obtain
epithelial tissue with Bd thalli present, which was used to re-isolate Bd for use in
experiment 2 described below. We only observed tissue with Bd thalli and successfully
re-isolated Bd from JEL 284, thus, JEL 197 was not used in Experiment 2.

Experiment 2- Comparative Exposure Between Cultured and Re-isolated Bd
To test the hypothesis that re-isolated Bd would exhibit increased infectivity and
pathogenicity, we randomly assigned 54 naive S. holbrooki juveniles from the same
cohort to one of three treatment groups: JEL284, FMB001, and negative control with 18
replicates per treatment. These frogs were of the same cohort in Experiment 1, but were
older (between 60-75 days post-metamorphosis) and larger (between 1.85-2.5g) as our
approach prohibited us from conducting the two experiments concurrently. No frogs from
experiment 1 were used in experiment 2.
We exposed frogs and monitored them post-exposure using the methods described
in Experiment 1 above with one exception. The negative control we used for experiment
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2 was a mixture of heat-killed JEL284 and FMB001. In Experiment 2, we monitored
frogs for 60 days to ensure ample time for infections to progress to disease. We recorded
dates of all mortality events for survival analysis and interpreted survival time as time to
death. At two weeks post-exposure, we swabbed all frogs to determine infection status.
We sent the swabs to Pisces Molecular, LLC. for conventional PCR assay.

Statistical analyses
We tested for differences in Bd infectivity and host mortality between the
treatments using chi-square tests. We tested for differences in survival times using
Kaplan-Meier log-rank survival analysis.
Results
Experiment 1
Using light microscopy of skin scrapings we found that JEL284 infected 4 of 20
(0.20, 95% CL 0.06–0.44) and both JEL197 and the negative control infected 0 of 20
(0.00, 95% CL 0.00–0.17). There was no difference in infectivity among these groups,
and because there were no infections in 2 of 3 groups we could not compare
pathogenicity. All four infections identified in the JEL284 group were evident by light
microscopy at day 14 when we began re-isolation attempts. In addition, all four
individuals we diagnosed as infected eventually died of amphibian chytridiomycosis at
days 22, 24 (2), and 27. However, before they died, we successfully re-isolated Bd from 1
of 4 individuals infected with JEL284 for use in Experiment 2. The individual from
which we isolated FMB001 was one that died at day 24. We diagnosed amphibian
chytridiomycosis as the cause of death because these animals: stopped eating, were
lethargic, ceased burrowing into the substrate, developed seizure like episodes days
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before death, had nearly fully coalescent coverage of Bd thalli in the epidermis, and the
lack of all such symptoms in the negative control frogs and other uninfected individuals.

Experiment 2
Infectivity –JEL284 infected 3 of 18 S. holbrooki (0.17, 95% CL0.04–0.41),
FMB001 infected 7 of 18 (0.39, 95% CL 0.17–0.64), and the negative control (NC)
infected 0 of 18 (0.00, 95% CL 0.00–0.19) individuals (Figure 10). There was no
difference in infectivity between JEL284 and FMB001 χ2 (df=1, n=36) = 2.22, p =
0.1366.

Figure 10: Susceptibility of Scaphiopus holbrooki to two Batrachochytrium
dendrobatidis (Bd) isolates with reference to a negative control (exposed to heat-killed
Bd). Susceptibility of frogs to JEL284 was similar to negative controls, whereas
susceptibility of frogs exposed to FMB001 was significantly higher than negative
controls.
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Pathogenicity – Four of the 10 S. holbrooki that were diagnosed with Bd infection
died of amphibian chytridiomycosis at days 20, 25, 26, and 29 (Figure 3). Bd isolate
FMB001 was associated with all mortalities in our study. Only frogs that died showed
overt signs of amphibian chytridiomycosis, all other individuals appeared healthy. We
found overall significant differences in mortality among Bd treatment groups, χ2 (df=2,
n=54) = 8.64, p = 0.0133. Post hoc analysis indicated that there was a significant
difference in pathogenicity between FMB001 and JEL284 χ2 (df=1, N=36) = 4.50, p =
0.034. Thus, FMB001 caused higher mortality and was more pathogenic than JEL284 in
S. holbrooki (Figure 11).

Survival Time – Kaplan-Meier survival analysis (Figure 12) revealed an overall
significant difference in survival times among frogs exposed to different Bd isolates (logrank test, z=8.749 df=2 p=0.013). A post hoc test directly comparing JEL284 and
FMB001 indicated there was a difference in survival time between frogs exposed to these
Bd isolates (Holm-Sidak Test p=0.036). Thus, frogs exposed JEL284 lived longer than
those exposed to FMB001.
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Figure 11: Virulence of two Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) isolates to Scaphiopus
holbrooki with reference to a negative control (exposed to heat-killed Bd) measured by
mortality. Mortality of frogs to JEL284 was similar to negative controls, whereas
mortality in frogs exposed to FMB001 was significantly higher than both JEL284 and
negative controls.
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Figure 12: Survival time of Scaphiopus holbrooki after exposure to two
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) isolates with reference to a negative control
(exposed to heat-killed Bd) as measured by time to death. Time to death of frogs exposed
to JEL284 was similar to negative controls, whereas time to death in frogs exposed to
FMB001 was significantly higher than both JEL284 and negative controls.
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Discussion
Our work shows that passing cultured Bd through an amphibian host can increase
the pathogenicity of the isolate (Figures 11 and 12), but not infectivity (Figure 10). Some
frogs in the JEL284 group became infected, but none died or showed any clinical
symptoms of amphibian chytridiomycosis during the 60-day study period. Conversely,
four frogs infected with FMB001 died of chytridiomycosis before Day 60 and frogs exp;
thus, FMB001 was more pathogenic to S. holbrooki than JEL284 (Figure 11). Our results
suggest that pathogenicity of Bd can adapt rapidly to novel conditions. Thus, we
speculate that pathogenicity of cultured Bd may not necessarily be equivalent to
pathogenicity of wild Bd, and we suggest future research should examine the effects of
maintenance on media over time on Bd infectivity and pathogenicity. To approximate
natural pathogenicity in controlled exposure studies, Bd used in such studies should be
recently isolated from wild amphibians when possible. However, we acknowledge that
isolating Bd is a difficult task that is not always successful so using freshly isolated Bd
will not always be possible. Alternatively, revived cryopreserved isolates could be used if
they were cryopreserved soon after isolation from an amphibian host. However, we do
not know whether the cryopreservation process imposes artificial selection. Artificial
selection would introduce genetic variability not representative of wild Bd, thus, we
suggest that freshly isolated Bd should be used when possible. For controlled experiments
to most accurately reflect natural host-pathogen interactions and make meaningful
contributions to disease ecology, we must minimize potential sources of artificial
selection before exposing hosts to cultured Bd.
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When using cultured pathogens, many steps in the isolation and culture of a
pathogen may impose artificial selection that could impact experimental results. Selection
can act on cultured pathogens making them more efficient at utilizing artificial nutrient
sources [19]. Negative effects of parasitization on a host are the result of conversion of
infected host tissues to new parasite production, and highly virulent pathogens are
generally efficient at reproducing within their hosts. Mutations in culture represent a
tradeoff where parasites become efficient at converting artificial media to new parasite
production, and less efficient at doing so using host tissues. It is this reduced ability to
efficiently convert host tissues to new parasites production that results in a lower
pathogenic phenotype in the host. Knowledge of the reproductive system of Bd is
incomplete, but work suggests that Bd may be vegetatively diploid, and possibly asexual
[1]. Mutations beneficial for growth in culture would be expected to be rapidly fixed in
an asexual organism due to the lack of recombination that allows associations between
loci to be maintained [17].
During attempts to isolate Bd, we observed that antibiotics hindered the
establishment of Bd colonies. However, removing only the antibiotics resulted in colony
formation using skin from the same frog as above [F. Brem unpublished data], and other
studies have made the same observation [20]. We suggest that the use of antibiotics in Bd
media may be a possible source of artificial selection leading to attenuation for growth on
media. Growth of the yeast phase (infectious phase) of the human fungal pathogen
Blastomyces dermatitidis is reduced or inhibited in the presence of cyclohexamide in
culture media [21]. In addition, antibiotics can inhibit fungal growth and development of
yeasts and Pneomocystis carinii [22]. Penicillin and streptomycin are common
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ingredients used in culture media used to grow and isolate Bd [20, 23]. It is possible that
the use of antibiotics could have a similar effect on structures and processes important to
pathogenicity of Bd. Given the prevalence of antibiotic use in Bd exposure studies, we
need ensure that antibiotics are not altering the pathogenicity of Bd in amphibians.
Before many controlled exposure experiments, Bd is kept at a temperature only a
few degrees above freezing. Researchers later expose amphibian hosts to potentially coldadapted Bd at much warmer temperatures. Some fungal pathogens attenuate in culture
[10], but it is unclear if Bd attenuates and, if so, at what rate. Fungi are well known for
adapting to cold climates [24]; thus, directional selection for enhanced growth in colder
conditions is not unlikely. Additionally, different strains of some entomopathogenic
fungal species show temperature specific growth and germination success, whereas
strains from cold to seasonally-cold climates performed better at cooler temperatures
[25]. Maintaining Bd in refrigerated conditions and on artificial media for long periods of
time could yield similar selection for enhanced growth in those conditions. If Bd is
undergoing selection for enhanced growth on media, we suggest a tradeoff likely exists.
Bd becomes less efficient at utilizing host tissues for reproduction and virulence in the
host decreases as a result.
We have demonstrated that change in Bd can occur within the course of a single
infection in an amphibian host. The original S. holbrooki individual infected with
JEL284, from which we isolated FMB001, was infected for just under one month before
it began to show clinical symptoms of amphibian chytridiomycosis, became moribund,
and eventually died at day 24. These results indicate that selection on Bd genotypes can
occur very rapidly on a host species. Recent evidence has shown that distinct lineages of
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Bd have arisen in nature [11, 26] and that some of these lineages are more pathogenic
than others [11]. Identifying genetic changes that affect the pathogenicity of Bd is critical
for understanding factors that determine the outcomes of Bd-amphibian interactions.
Genomic studies have already identified potential genes involved in Bd pathogenicity
[27]. Mutations arising from artificial selection that effect protein synthesis or gene
expression are critical tools used to investigate gene function in other systems. We
suggest that mutations affecting pathogenicity of Bd could help confirm which genes
contribute to pathogenicity of Bd.
Although we have shown that Bd can demonstrate rapid changes in pathogenicity,
our data should be interpreted cautiously. Scaphiopus holbrooki seems to have low
susceptibility to Bd infection as was shown in this exposure experiment and a recent field
survey (28). However, if the experiment were conducted with a highly susceptible
species, results were likely to have been more dramatic. We initially chose S. holbrooki
because we wanted to determine susceptibility in this species. We were interested in
susceptibility in this species because they breed later in the season in Tennessee than
most other local amphibians. In Shelby County, TN in years that S. holbrooki breeds,
they do so during torrential rains in mid-April to early May (F. Brem, personal
observation). Other sympatric species also breed during this time. I addition tadpoles of
the early spring breeding co-occur in their ephemeral breeding sites. Thus, S. holbrooki
may represent a vector for exposing early summer metamorphs to Bd. After we infected
only four individuals and then successfully isolated FMB001 in experiment 1, we
opportunistically conducted experiment 2. We did not include a cryopreserved JEL284 as
a reference for wild-type properties of this isolate. It is possible that JEL284 naturally
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exhibits low infectivity. However, we used JEL284 and JEL197 in experiment 1 because
these isolates have been frequently used in other studies, thus our results would be
comparable to those studies. JEL284 was highly infectious to adult Rana pretiosa [29]
and larval Anaxyrus fowleri and Hyla chrysoscelis [30, 31]. In addition, a controlled
exposure study [29] using the same two isolate and a different host, the Oregon spotted
frog (Rana pretiosa), corroborated our results. Rana pretiosa exposed to FMB001 and
JEL284 were 100% susceptible to both isolates, however those exposed to FMB001
gained less mass and took longer to clear their infections than those exposed to JEL284.
These studies suggest that JEL284 was initially highly infectious. Nevertheless, we have
presented statistically supported evidence that pathogenicity of Bd can change through
the course of infection in a single host. In addition, we did not use a PCR assay in
experiment one and may have missed very light infections. It is important to note,
however, that because we used frogs from experiment 1 only as a source for re-isolating
Bd, not using PCR in experiment 1 did not affect the results of experiment 2. Moreover,
in experiment 2, we swabbed at day 14 to determine infection status, but not at day 60 at
the conclusion of the experiment. Swabs at day 60 would have shown us if the frogs that
were infected, but did not die had cleared their infections, still carried aclinical infections.
To account for not assaying frogs at day 60, we included both overall mortality and
survival time analysis, both of which show that FMB 001 was more pathogenic than
JEL284. Despite the limitations of the study, we can confidently conclude that Bd is
adapting to growth in culture, which is leading to decreased pathogenicity in some
amphibian hosts. Our data emphasize that traits influencing the infectivity and
pathogenicity of Bd can change rapidly. Therefore, the choice as to which amphibian
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host and Bd isolate to use in exposure studies are important factors that deserve careful
consideration. By understanding what makes some pathogen isolates more pathogenic
than others we may be able to more effectively manage that pathogen in wild and captive
populations. Finally, we suggest that Bd isolates for controlled exposure studies must be
chosen carefully, and the inference limits of controlled Bd exposure experiments should
be viewed with caution.
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Chapter 6: Conclusions
The overarching conclusion resulting from my dissertation research is that
interactions among amphibians and Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis (Bd) should be
considered in an interaction specific manner. I have demonstrated that different
amphibian species vary in their responses to infection, different Bd isolates vary in
pathogenicity and infectivity, and that both natural and artificially imposed extrinsic
factor influence the outcome of exposure to Bd. In Chapter 2, we found important
differences between Panamanian and USA Bd isolates that I suggest could explain their
differences in patterns of occurrence in nature. Specifically we found that: 1.) JEL 284
differed from the spherical phenotype described for the type, 2.) JEL423 from Panama
had larger thalli and produced more zoospores than JEL284 from the USA, and this
difference was dependent on time. Importantly, isolates of Bd have unique temperatureand time-dependent rates of zoospore production which reflect their native habitats.
Further investigation of phenotypic differences, such as zoospore production, among
globally collected Bd isolates could reveal important isolate-specific traits that contribute
to Bd outbreaks.
In Chapter 2, I found difference between two Bd isolates in culture. In Chapter 3,
I wanted to test if the differences in physiology between the isolates would result in
variation in host’s responses to infection. I found that we found that Central American
species as a group were more susceptible to the Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis lineage
isolated from Panama than one isolated from North America. The North American
amphibians we exposed were not susceptible to either isolate, likely due to their
coevolutionary history with these genetically related lineages. These data suggest that Bd
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may be locally adapted to hosts. These data also showed that novel pathogen lineages are
not necessarily more infectious to naïve hosts, especially when those hosts have an
evolutionary history with another Bd lineage.
In Chapters 4 and 5, I examined how exogenous factors such as epidermal trauma
and isolate history in culture would affect the pathogenicity and infectivity of Bd. In
Chapter 4, I found that epidermal trauma and Bd together reduced susceptibility to
infection, reduced overall mortality, and increased survival time compared to toads
exposed to Bd only. I suggest that trauma to the epidermis preceding exposure to
Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis elicited an innate immune response not initiated by the
pathogen alone. My data suggests that epidermal trauma could reduce susceptibility to,
and virulence of, Batrachochytrium dendrobatidis infections of amphibians in nature.
Specifically, in Chapter 5, I examined how culture conditions could affect the
pathogenicity and infectivity of Bd because I suspected that one of my Bd isolates was
attenuating. We predicted that if a Bd isolate is attenuating, we could reverse the loss of
infectivity and pathogenicity by passing it through amphibian host then reisolating it. I
found that passing an attenuated isolate through an amphibian host partially infectivity
but not pathogenicity of this isolate. I have demonstrated that selection for pathogenicity
and virulence in Bd can occur within the duration of an individual infection. Given the
rapid evolutionary potential demonstrated here in vitro, Bd has likely coevolved with
hosts in nature warranting investigations of local adaptation of amphibians and Bd.
Furthermore, my data shows that it is very important to use the most relevant amphibianisolate pairings to ensure that: 1) controlled laboratory exposure experiment most
accurately reflect natural host-pathogen interactions, 2.) that time and resource expensive
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host-pathogen experiments are not generating inaccurate results, and 3.) that results of
such experiments can be confidently applied to natural host-pathogen interactions.
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